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Senior Pilgrimage: For 15 years, the senior class has walked with arms interlocked for the 
last ¾ mile of the Pilgrimage. This march takes place after the fourth stop where a comical 
historical skit about the history of St. Francis Xavier Mission is seen and an Our Father and 
a sign of peace for a journey 93% of the way walked is shared. The walk is in silence 
except for the cheers as the seniors and faculty and staff round the corner to see their final 
destination. On this day (and with this picture), the words of the alma mater “with the Cross 
in our sight guiding all that we do,” become very real. Photo by Gina Gladstone.

Cover Art: Cynthia Le ‘11 used pastel 
on sandpaper to create an original 
work of art that captures her idea of the 
essence of the student experience at JHS. 
She generously donated her art to Jesuit 
High School. To read more, please 
turn to page 12.
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the need for words. Awkwardness, 
gentleness, silence, heartbeats, and 
perhaps, a shared smile…

For many of our seniors-turned-
grads the need for change may have 
arrived on the Junior Encounter or 
the Senior Pilgrimage. By junior year, 
our students seem to have gained 
the magic ability to reflect on their 
faith, their family, the importance of 
friendships, and the realization that 
life really is what one makes of it. 
Our juniors and seniors seem to be 
less judgmental, more other-centered, 
more aware of their faith, and more 
willing to risk sharing with their 
classmates all that makes them truly, 
as Fr. Pat has taught us, “who we are.” 

At graduation on June 5th, 
three senior speakers offered their 
perspectives. Dayna Kim, senior 
class president, talked about the “sea 
of green” in front of her and the 
impact her class has had on a school 
she dearly loved. She noted how the 
Profile of the Graduate at Graduation 
—with its characteristics of academic 
competence, matters religious, love, 
a commitment to doing justice, and 
an openness to growth—has become 
a “distinct part of our identities…and 
is what sets us apart.”

Next, student body president 
Mathew Specht blended humor, 
wisdom, and a historical perspective 
as he walked his fellow classmates 
along the Jesuit path they and he 
had traveled the past four years. He 
centered his words on the importance 
of saving their Jesuit experiences—
both momentous and otherwise—“in 
our back pockets” for future reference. 
He even pulled from his own back 
pocket a traffic ticket and promptly 
presented it to his dad, asking for 
forgiveness. The place erupted! Mat 
ended his talk by encouraging his 
classmates to live the Jesuit High 
School mission by becoming “leaders 
committed to serving God and our 
fellow men and women.” He added 
we “are students with a proud sense of 
justice founded in love.”

Our last senior speaker was 
Garmai Gorlorwulu, who touched 
the hearts of everyone gathered 
together that morning in the Knight 

Last May at a Friday morning 
Mass in the Smith Gym, Fr. Pat 
Conroy, S.J. in his homily told our 
students, faculty, staff, and parents 
that he had just been appointed to 
serve as Chaplain of the U.S. House 
of Representatives in Washington, 
D.C. He talked about how he first 
arrived at Jesuit High School seven 
years after a lengthy stint as chaplain 
at Georgetown University. He did 
not seek his transfer to Jesuit, just as 
he had not been seeking to become 
U.S. House Chaplain. He stressed the 
importance of Jesuits (and others too!) 
being open to change and not being 
tied to one place in life. As each of us 
is aware, God’s call can take us in new 
directions.

When Fr. Pat talked about how the 
life of a less-than-good Saul had been 
transformed into the heroic person of 
St. Paul, who eventually gave up his 
life out of love for his God, I came to 
understand that Fr. Pat was telling us 
that moments and events and people 

in our lives change everything. I think 
our recently graduated seniors could 
easily share accounts of how different 
their lives are now compared to the 
start of their Jesuit lives just four 
short years ago. What brought these 
changes?

Some of these students 
experienced for the first time in their 
high school years the death of a parent 
or another family member. It was a 
time of pain and loss along with the 
remembrance of many wonderful and 
shared memories. For other students, 
maybe it was the birth of a sibling or 
a niece or a nephew. The circle of life 
continues.

More subtle “happenings” may 
have brought new awareness too—a 
long ride in the family car with a 
parent who until that moment was 
never able to say aloud, “I love you” 
to a son or daughter. For others it 
was perhaps the first time of holding 
hands with that special someone—
when that simple touch replaced 

President john Gladstone and his wife, Gina, share a moment with their daughter, lisa, at this year’s 
President’s Appreciation Evening. the event was preceded by a special blessing of the new donor wall, 
recently installed in desmet Gallery (see photo on page 21).



Center Gym as she told the story of 
her birth in an Ivory Coast refugee 
camp, the sacrifices her parents had 
made in her 18 years to enable her to 
grow and learn and become a better 
person, the meaning of the Jesuit 
High School community in her life, 
her maturation from allowing others 
to dictate her life’s path to shaping 
her own journey, and her sense of 
appreciation for the many gifts now 
in her life. An enduring and rhetorical 
question she shared with the audience 
was this: “Why me, Lord?”

Each year Jesuit’s graduation 
speakers are themselves seniors. We 
have no “outside” speakers because 
we want our graduates to share 
their stories, their struggles, their 
hopes, and their dreams with their 
classmates and all others assembled 
to congratulate these young people. 
This year, as has happened in each of 
my six years at Jesuit, every speaker 
has expressed a sense of gratitude—
for the parents in their lives, their 
classmates, coaches, teachers, their 
faith, and for the opportunities they 
have experienced at Jesuit. Tears, joy, 
faith, and expectation are, I believe, 
outcomes of that gratitude. We are 
blessed at Jesuit High School. Thank 
you!

Sincerely,

John J. Gladstone
President
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Students Volunteer at Archbishop’s Annual 
Seminary Tea, Now in its 76th Year

on may 11, 2011, the 76th Annual Archbishop’s seminary tea was held at the home of spencer 
and mary dick (jhs past parents; mary was on the seminary tea committee). the tea, chaired by 
mari connolly (jhs past parent, wife of steve ‘70) and honorary chair mary clark, raises money to 
help fund the education of seminarians at mt. Angel Abbey. in its 76 years, the tea has raised nearly 
$900,000. Photo by lisa strader (jhs current and past parent, member of the school’s Board of 
trustees, wife of tim ‘74, and member of this year’s seminary tea committee).

student volunteers from catholic high schools regularly volunteer at the tea. several jesuit high school 
students volunteered at this year’s tea, including (in photo) Erin strader ‘14, clare Baldus ‘11, john 
yung ‘13, Bishop steiner, Archbishop Vlazny, marian janes ‘11, henry hornecker ‘12, cassie Anctil 
‘11, maddy kinsman ‘12, shannah dibb ‘12, and jim scanlan ‘13. 

the may crowning of mary is a catholic celebration that takes place all over the world. on may 13, 
colleen heffernan ’11 crowned the statue of mary in the hayes Plaza on one of the first sunny days 
of spring. the ceremony takes place in front of the whole school community with songs, prayers and 
scripture readings. in attendance at this crowning was colleen’s grandmother, molly flanagan marquard 
who, while in her own high school, was chosen to crown mary. Photo by leah Bensching ‘12.

May Crowning of Mary has Family Ties



JHS Year in Review 
By cAthErinE son ‘11 And kAthErinE trAn 11

Two blinks of an eye ago, we were all starting the first 
day of school, unable to imagine how we would endure 
nine months of education. Now that we’re here on the flip 
side, we’re wondering where the time went.

But a lot can happen in two blinks of an eye. Here’s 
what you may or may not have missed.

Perhaps the most visible change this past year is the 
construction of the Elorriaga Center for Science and 
Mathematics. With greener features and an entrancing 
modern touch-screen, the building has definitely changed 
the face of campus. It’s hard to believe that it was constructed 
in just one year.

The year started off with a bang (literally) in September, 
as the SKID (Stop Kids Intoxicated Driving) presentation 
graphically reminded us all of just how serious the 
consequences of irresponsibility can be. Another incredibly 
grounding event was the foiled Christmas tree bombing in 
Pioneer Place in December. Events like these have reminded 
us to be thankful for what we have.

Guest speakers such as Lou Radja, David Austin from 
MercyCorps, and various groups of exchange students have 
brought a taste of the outside world. Inspirational speakers 
like Hugh Evans have moved students to action in the Live 
Below the Line campaign as well.

Undoubtedly, it was a good year for sports. The amount 
of hardware Jesuit scraped up this year is probably throwing 
off the magnetic field around the globe somewhere. Jesuit 
took state in the sports it was expected to, but there were 
also some clutch titles snagged as well, such as in men’s golf 
and women’s basketball.

Not only did Jesuit sweep in soccer, but in basketball 
as well, making history numerous times. With the women 
taking their first state championship in Jesuit history and 
the men making an incredible “three-peat,” it seems as 
though there is always a new way to make history.

On the other side of athletic events, we were enraptured 
and closely followed the Blazers and their health statuses, 
and Portland’s newest professional team, the Timbers. The 
Oregon Ducks also created a frenzy during football season 
as they exploded onto the national scene for the first time 
and took on Auburn University in the BCS Championship.

On stage, Jesuit delivered laughs all year. From boy 
bands to nuns to complex play-within-a-play sequences, 
the drama department kept our sides split open. They even 
found new ways to advertise themselves, starting a flash 
mob in the cafeteria and delighting us to no end. 

We’ve been watching the news, hearing about scandal 
after disaster after expose. The December Wikileaks scandal 

Campus Corner
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plans on attending the University of Oregon on a volleyball 
scholarship next year and was quoted in the Oregonian as 
saying, “I’m kind of looking forward to playing one sport, 
just to see how it goes.”

 Mueller has played football, basketball, and baseball all 
four years here. Past teammate Drew DeMarco says, “Chris 
is a high-energy player who gives 100% every time he steps 
on the playing field.”  

He has showed that hard work does truly pay off.  
Mueller worked his way up to the top, receiving a varsity 
letter in all three sports. His dedication and commitment to 
his teams has proved key to the success of the programs and 
his personal growth. His constant presence is an inspiration 
to his teammates and coaches. Mueller will be attending 
the University of Oregon next year.

The last four years, Schiedler participated in football, ski 
team, and lacrosse. He earned a varsity letter in all of these 
and has been an amazing contribution. Unfortunately, 
an ACL injury sidelined him from ski season and lacrosse 
season this year. However, he has been at every practice 
and every game. This takes incredible dedication and 
persistence.  His presence at these practices is an inspiration 
to his teammates and coaches. Schiedler will be attending 
Marquette University in the fall.  

“Earning the Crusader 3-Sport Athlete Award is an 
amazing accomplishment for a Jesuit athlete,” says Athletic 
Director Mike Hughes. “These athletes literally attended 
practice or games almost every day of school, season after 
season, for four straight years. This year’s winners are not 
only outstanding athletes, but they are athletes who embody 
character, class, sportsmanship, integrity, and a tough work 
ethic. Chris, Liz and Mark are well-liked by their classmates 
for not only their athletic success, but the kindness and 
teamwork they share with their many friends.”

Appeared in the May 2011 Issue of the Jesuit Crusader.

The Gift of Planets... 
By AlliE husAri ‘13

Jesuit is known for its science and mathematical success, 
and Aishwarya Vardhana ‘12 is making a name for Jesuit 
and herself in the world of science. 

For the second year in a row, Aishwarya won first prize 
at the National Junior Science and Humanities Symposium 
(NJSHS) in San Diego in the very competitive “Math and 
Computer Science” category for her project, “A Novel 
Implementation of the Elliptic Curve Method Stage II, Using 
Weierstrass and Edwards Elliptic for Faster Factorization.” 
In 2010, Aishwarya won first prize for Stage I of this same 
research, which seeks to test computer security keys using 
advanced theoretical mathematics. 

Students at this conference competed on a national 

brought up a lot of controversy, while hearing of flooding 
in the South or disaster in Japan tugged at our moral 
heartstrings.

Speaking of other news we’ve been glued to, dedicated 
students came to school tired and bleary-eyed on April 2 as 
a result of staying up to watch the royal wedding between 
William and Kate. 

And perhaps one of the most memorable events of 
this school year was the addition of one Mark Plumlee to 
the Jesuit Crusader staff. His contemporary articles, laced 
with snark, managed to stir up heated controversy while 
providing entertainment for all, which is all a newspaper 
can really ask for.

Whatever aspect you analyze from this year, you’ll see 
how 2010-2011 simply perpetuated the Jesuit motto—Age 
Quod Agis.

Appeared in the May 2011 Issue of the Jesuit Crusader.

Three Sport Athletes
By EmmA nElson ‘11

Balancing school, friends, and family is hard enough, 
and certain students throw three sports on top of that: 
seniors Elizabeth Brenner, Chris Mueller, and Mark 
Schiedler have done this for all of their four years at Jesuit.   

In the fall, Brenner dominated on the volleyball court.  
As a team captain this year, she led the team to the OSAA 
championship game and earned second place. Basketball 
is her winter sport and she led her team on a historical 
journey as they won the state championship for the first 
time in school’s history. Her freshman and sophomore year, 
she played softball but then switched to track and field in 
the spring of her junior year. She competed in field events 
both years and won state in shot put this year. Brenner 

mark schiedler ‘11, chris mueller ‘11, and Elizabeth Brenner ‘11 were 
presented with the crusader 3-sport Athlete Award in may 2011 for their 
participation in three sports during their four years at jesuit.
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“I’ve been doing science fairs since I was in fifth grade,” 
stated Vardhana. “This is my first year at ISEF and it was 
my second year at NJSHS. It’s incredibly elating to be 
acknowledged at the national level twice.”

Meghana has been competing in science fairs since 
middle school and has now competed internationally.

“I had a great time and made many lifelong friends,” 
said Rao.

Jesuit is very proud to have Aishwarya and Meghana as 
part of the Jesuit community. These science geniuses have 
many more competitions ahead of them and will strive to 
excel in the math and science world. 

Appeared in the May 2011 Issue of the Jesuit Crusader.

New Building a JHS Family Affair
By cAthErinE lAndGrAf ‘12

Jesuit is often known for its academics, sports teams, 
drama department, and clubs. But what is most special 
about Jesuit is the community. The community support is 
shown in various ways: generous donations for new school 
supplies or being present for Mass on Friday or for sporting 
events. 

It came as no surprise then that when Jesuit planned to 

Campus Corner

Awards Aishwarya has won through 
isEf and jshs during her high 
school career so far (9-11th grades):

10th Grade:
      JSHS
         •  Regionals:  2nd place ($1,500)
         •  Nationals:  1st place ($12,000)
       ISEF
         •  Regionals:  1st place
         •  State:  1st place (mathematics) $100, 
                       Mu Alpha Theta, Army Award 

11th Grade:
     JSHS
         •  Regionals:  1st place ($2,000)
         •  Nationals:  1st place ($12,000)
      ISEF
         •  Regionals:  1st place, Best Of Fair, Cup
         •  State:  1st place Best of Fair, Plaque ($250)
         •  International:  2nd place
                                  Mu Theta Award ($1,000)
                                  Free trip to CERN

Aishwarya Vardhana ‘12 Makes a 
Name for Herself...and Jesuit

stage, sponsored and fully paid for by the US Army, Navy 
and Air Force. Mr. Paul Hogan, Jesuit’s Vice Principal for 
Academics, traveled with Aishwarya and Meghana Rao ‘14 
to the conference.

“The students competing at the JSHS were presenting 
high-quality, original scientific research,” said Hogan. “The 
civilian and military scientists at the conference treated 
these brilliant students as colleagues. The adult scientists 
see the high schoolers as the people responsible to take the 
next step forward in the science and mathematical world. 
The students at JSHS are truly men and women for others 
who are using their intellect to benefit the human and 
natural world.”

Recently, Meghana and Aishwarya both competed at 
the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair in Los 
Angeles, California. It is known to be the world’s largest 
science competition and has over 2,000 kids from over 65 
different countries. Aishwarya won the Mu Alpha Theta 
award and received $1000. She also won the CERN award 
for a free trip to visit CERN (European Organization for 
Nuclear Research) in Geneva, Switzerland. She also placed 
second in Mathematics and won $1,500. Meghana received 
the army award of excellence and received $1,000 along 
with a gold pin. She also placed second in Environmental 
Management and won $1,500. In addition, Aishwarya and 
Meghana were each given a minor planet in the asteroid 
belt near Jupiter for being second place winners.

Competing in science competitions is not an easy 
task. Aishwarya and Meghana have had to make sacrifices 
for these events, including missing school and getting 
extra help from teachers. Aishwarya works with Dr. John 
Gorman, who is a mentor to her, and a mathematician at 
Microsoft to perfect her project and to be able to withstand 
the judges’ rigorous questions at NJSHS.

meghana rao ‘14, Aishwarya Vardhana ‘12, and Academic Vice-
Principal Paul hogan attended the national junior science and humanities 
symposium (njshs) in san diego. for the second year in a row, 
Aishwarya won first prize.
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renovate the old office building (Dieringer) into an updated 
math and science center, families were more than willing to 
step up to the plate and donate.

The building committee consists of alumni, parents, 
grandparents and friends. Mr. Gregory Specht, father of 
Mat ‘11 and Madi Specht‘11, serves as chair on the building 
committee. The project manager, Pat O’Brien ‘68, the 
architect, Henry Fitzgibbon ‘72, and the general contractor 
representative, Jim Link ‘80, are all Jesuit graduates.

When plans for the new math and science center were 
still in the idea phase in 2007, John and Lois Elorriaga 
contributed the lead gift to name the building and many 
others would follow in their footsteps as the start date 
approached. There were 150 donors, individuals and 
foundations, that all generously raised the bar in making 
this project happen.

A few of the families and foundations that contributed 
$100,000 and above include: Mr. and Mrs. Marty Beaulieu 
‘76, Elizabeth Malarkey Brooke, Lisa Domenico Brooke (In 
memory of John L.B. Brooke ‘84), the Clark Foundation, 
Mrs. Mary Clark, Mike ‘68 and Tracey Clark, the Elorriaga 
family, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Jones, 
M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust, Colleen and Werner Nistler, 
Jr., Dr. and Mrs. Kevin Olson ‘79, Mr. and Mrs. Gregory 
Specht, Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Wyrsch, and the E. L. Wiegand 
Foundation.

Larry DeMarco is one of many Jesuit connections on the 
construction side of the project. He has two children who 
are current Jesuit students, Josh ‘13 and Drew DeMarco ‘12.

“I gave the school the best value and furniture product 
for the project. My goal was to supply the school with 
the most durable product that had an excellent lifetime 
warranty and good quality,” says Mr. DeMarco of Work 
Place Resource. 

“What makes this process so special was that Jesuit was 
able to raise all the money in time for construction with no 
excess debt. It also was unique because many of the people 
involved in this project were Jesuit grads,” says Mr. Mike 
Schwab ‘86, Vice President for Development. 

As the Elorriaga Center begins to reach its completion, 
Jesuit turns to a new challenge—continuing the support 
from families for the new Dieringer Center. Jesuit hopes to 
break ground when enough money is raised to fund the 
project.

Appeared in the March 2011 Issue of the Jesuit Crusader.

 

ElorriAGA cEntEr Quick fActs:

•  17,821 square foot, state-of-the art, two-story 
Elorriaga Center for Science and Mathematics.
•  Sustainably constructed and maintained energy 
efficient building.
•  Includes two chemistry labs, two biology labs, and 
four math classrooms (one designed to convert to a 
robotics lab). Dedicates space to individual student 
research, advanced science projects, and a robotics 
program.
•  Inspires students to appreciate the greatness and 
value of the sciences and mathematics and ideally to 
pursue college and career opportunities in both fields.

Give online to jhs today!
Visit www.jesuitportland.org  

click “Giving” to make your online donation.
thank you - every gift counts!

Building Blessing and Dedication Ceremony  •  April 4, 2011
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Summertime Drama
By nick BiGGi ‘12

Many do not know that Jesuit’s drama season does not 
end once school is out. That’s when the Young People’s 
Theater Project takes over the Moyer Theate. There is also a 
12-day camp at Camp Caldera.  

For the last 12 years, students picked by Drama Directors 
Jeff Hall and Elaine Kloser have traveled to Sisters, Oregon, 
and prepared a production to present when they get back 
to Portland.

However, thespians do not only stick to acting while 
at camp. There are numerous activities such as canoeing, 
swimming, hiking, and crafts. 

“I love the extracurricular activities,” said Katie 
O’Donnell ‘12. “It is one thing to be able to do something 
that we all love, but to also hang out with people who have 
common interests is awesome!”

Camp Caldera is a place that remains a treasured 
memory by many. The attendees often change, but the 
memories always remain.

“Camp Caldera is an amazing experience that I will 
miss dearly,” said Aubrey Cleland ‘11. “It is not like most 
camps where you are forced to do stuff that is not always 
fun. Everything we do is just a great time.”

Although some, including Cleland, will not be 
attending camp this year, the production and camp itself is 
planned to be as great as ever before.

“I couldn’t be more excited for this summer and the 
play,” said Lucas Myers ‘12. “The combination of doing 
fun, random activities with your friends could not be any 
more entertaining. Camp Caldera is easily the best camp I 
have ever attended.”

Appeared in the May 2011 Issue of the Jesuit Crusader.

students quietly sit and reflect on the dock of camp caldera in sisters, 
oregon. during the 12-day camp they prepare a drama production to 
present when they return to Portland. Photo by josi Petersen ‘12.

Clubs Achieve Amazing Success!
By PAul hoGAn, AcAdEmic VicE-PrinciPAl

Jesuit’s co-curricular academic and fine arts programs 
achieved amazing results in the 2010-11 school year. To wit:

•  Math Team: First in State. On Tuesday mornings 
throughout the year, Math Club members competed in 
state and national math exams. The sum of their combined 
mathematical powers resulted in the Math League Oregon 
State Championship for 2011. Nathan Matsunaga ’11 
presented the Math Team’s state championship trophy to 
the student body at the senior awards assembly on May 26. 

•  Computer Game Design: Second in the Oregon 
Game Project Challenge.

•  Chess Club: Third in State. Moderated by art teacher 
Mrs. Fleenor, Jesuit’s Chess Club competed in the Portland 
Metro/PIL League Chess tournament held at Lincoln High 
every Wednesday. Jesuit placed third behind rivals Lake 
Oswego and Clackamas. Team competitors Bryce Eng ’12, 
Tushar Sah ’14, Chris Dimarco ’12, Richard Hunnicutt 
’12, and Robert Shannon ’13 also represented Jesuit at the 
State Tournament. Against heavy competition from across 
Oregon, Jesuit battled its way to third place. 

•  Mock Trial: One of top finishers in Multnomah 
County Regionals; fourth in State. Led by Julia 
Christensen ‘11, Nathan Bowen ‘11, and Sanjana Rao 
‘11, the JHS Club and Class teams once again “rocked the 
Mock!”

•  Science Bowl: 4-2 in State Competition.

•  Robotics: Award for best website at Regional FIRST 
Competition.

•  Drama: Twenty-six students qualified in 13 events 
at the State Drama Competition, including four showcase 
performers: Emily Lewis ’11, Maggie Greene ’11, Kellie 
Malone ’11, and Drew Schmidt  ’12.

•  Choir: Six students qualified for state, including 
Riley Vogel ’11 (1st Place in Bass Voice), Lauren Dulcich ’11 
(2nd place Mezzo-Soprano Voice), Emily Nelson ’12 (3rd 
place Alto Voice), and Katie Skayhan ’11 (5th place Soprano 
Voice). Ephriam Harnsberger ’11 and Josi Petersen ’12 also 
qualified for state.

•  Band: Five band students were selected to Western 
International Band Clinic Honor Band: Kelly Abplanalp 
’11, Clark Huey ’11, Joe Wanner ’11, Laura Ritacco ’11, and 
Natasha Schwartz ’13.
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TULSEE DOSHI
College: Stanford University
Favorite Class: AP Chemistry
Favorite Teacher: Mr. Feebeck
“Don’t be afraid to challenge yourself.
The classes that seem so hard and daunting
at first may turn out to be your favorites!”

ANKITH HARATHI
College: Cornell University
Favorite Class: AP Physics
Favorite Teacher: Mr. Skokan
“My advice would be to get good at
completing assignments with minimal
time. Oh, and make friends!” 

Valedictorians of the Class of 2011
informAtion comPilEd By mAry mulVEy ‘11

AMIRA JOSEPH
College: Vanderbilt University
Favorite Class: Christian Relationships
Favorite Teacher: Mr. Skokan
“I have to study in silence, and before
every test I reread the chapter and my 
notes.”

MARIA MAI
College: Gonzaga University
Favorite Class: AP Calculus AB
Favorite Teacher: Mr. Thurley and
Mrs. Harwood
“I keep classical or Christian 
contemporary music on at a very 
low volume when I study.”

SANJANA RAO
College: Claremont McKenna
Favorite Class: AP English
Favorite Teacher: Mr. Falkner, 
Mr. Feebeck and Mr. Flamoe
“Trying to get an A grade in 
Multivariable Calculus was torture. 
I cried about that class.”

KATHERINE TRAN
College: Wellesley College
Favorite Class: AP Biology
Favorite Teacher: Mr. Falkner
“Prioritize, organize, and know 
how you work best.”

our six valedictorians had the highest grade point 
averages in their class after seven semesters (4.0 GPA).

EMILY BAUER
College: Oregon State University
Favorite Class: Chemistry
Favorite Teacher: Mrs. DeKlotz 
and Ms. Stroschein
“I have a really strong photographic 
memory, so reading and higlighting
my notes with different colors 
works well.”

MEGAN McCARROLL
College: Duke University
Favorite Class: Spanish V
Favorite Teacher: Ms. Meyers
“I study best after I’ve been able to 
work out. I have a bright light and a 
glass of water on my desk.”

Salutatorians of the Class of 2011

KELLIE MALONE
College: Gonzaga University
Favorite Class: English Honors Class 
with Mr. Falkner (junior year)
Favorite Teacher: Mr. Thurley and
Mrs. Harwood
“Utilize your resources. Classmates are 
almost always willing to help, and I’ve 
never had a teacher turn me away.”

JOE WANNER
College: Marquette University
Favorite Class: US History with 
Mr. Klausenburger
Favorite Teacher: Mr. Klausenburger
“Balance is key; it’s possible to be
too involved in co-curricular 
activities...I learned the hard way!”

our four salutatorians had the next highest grade point averages in 
their class after the 4.0 GPAs of the valedictorias (typically one A-). 
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Meet the Artist: Cynthia Le ‘11
Artistic Process

I really wanted the cover of our Senior Reflection book 
to be unique. Previous covers featured graphite or pencil 
illustrations or some pen and brush work. I decided to use 
soft pastel because of its vibrancy, ability to blend easily, 
and because it was a quick and easy medium for me to work 
with. 

The piece was done on medium grade black sandpaper. 
I used the rugged sandpaper instead of regular paper 
because of its gripping capabilities and its ability to retain 
the pastel’s pigments.

Originally, I thought the finished cover would be in 
black and white, so I took extra precautions to make sure 
there was a wide enough range of value in the image. This 
was to ensure enough differentiation between the lights 
and darks in the image. For the underclassmen crosses, I 
only used black, white and grey—I thought simple was best 
for this part and worked carefully to keep the piece clean. 
The Senior Pilgrimage medallion was the most intricate of 
the crosses. I used gold for the base, light and dark brown 
for the shadows, and a bright yellow and white for the 
highlights. Soft pastel as a medium does not grant the artist 
that much liberty for detail, but I tried my best to make 
the image appear three-dimensional. I am pretty satisfied 
with the final product, save for a couple of places with 
unintentional smudging.

 Inspiration
My whole outlook for this project was uniqueness. I 

wanted to give something to my class that would let us 
stand out from all previous years. I wanted something that 
would embody the entire spirit, the very essence of what it 
means to be a student at Jesuit. I had what I would call a 
genuine moment of inspiration. I don’t come by such light-
bulb moments often, so I was very excited when I thought 
this up.

The most powerful part of piece is its composition. The 
image consists of the crosses from all four year’s retreats. The 
underclassmen crosses are elevated, as if they were precious 
trophies set on a pedestal. The Pilgrimage Cross dominates 
the foreground. Furthermore, not only does the Pilgrimage 
Cross symbolize my class’s current status, the medallion’s 
chain encircles the previous three year’s crosses. I chose 
this composition to show that we are who we are today 
because of our four years together at Jesuit High School. 
We, the senior class, represent the accumulation of our time 
here. The rigorous classes, the school spirit, the touching 
moments and the inerasable memories—we are not simply a 
moment in time; we are a unique group of men and women 
ready to light the world on fire. Indeed, Ite Inflamnia Omnia. 
The color scheme of this piece embodies that philosophy—

Student Spotlight

cynthia le ‘11 (left) used pastel on sandpaper to create an original work 
of art for this year’s senior reflection book that captures her idea of the 
essence of the student experience at jhs. she generously donated her art 
to jesuit high school and it is now displayed in desmet’s stott Gallery.
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red, purple and gold—to go forth into the world and make 
a difference as men and women for others.

When Mrs. Fleenor first commissioned me to do this 
piece in early October, the retreat program immediately 
came to mind as a subject matter. My most cherished 
experiences at Jesuit are centered on the spirituality and 
the community here. However, I realized that not all of 
my fellow classmates attended the retreats or perhaps did 
not have a positive experience. Because I wanted to be as 
inclusive as possible, I spent the better part of five months 
trying to think of a new plan, while still sticking to my 
original standards. I ultimately realized that the retreats at 
Jesuit are not a moment in time. The spirit of the retreats 
are lived and breathed in the hallowed halls of Jesuit High 
School. So even though some did not attend or perhaps did 
not have a good experience, we are all a part of this school 
where love, acceptance and community come first.

Future Plans
This fall I will be attending Oregon State University. I will 

major in BioResource Research (BRR), an interdisciplinary 
major that allows undergraduates to do graduate-level 
research with university professors and other graduate 
students. I am really interested in doing biomedical research 
to produce products or medicines that will be able to help 
those who are ill. 

Additionally, I want to continue taking music and art 
classes. I have been taking piano for more than ten years— 
while at college I hope to expand my knowledge into the 
theoretical and compositional realms of music. If possible, 
I would like to double major in music with BRR. I will 
definitely take art classes as well. Ideally, I want to create a 
schedule that balances my academic pursuits with my own 
personal passions.



Dan Calkins: Not a Rocket Scientist...
(Anymore!)

It’s hard to believe that Dan is 
only in his second year at Jesuit. 
When he arrived here a couple of 
years ago after a career as an Air 
Force rocket scientist  and a year at 
Hillsboro High, Dan was handed 
a significant set of responsibilities: 
Teaching four sections of Honors 
Physics, one section of AP Physics, 
and running our relatively young 
Robotics program. 

Dan has proven to be a dynamic force who has thrown 
himself into his job with tremendous energy.  In his first 
year, Dan successfully completed the AP audit in Physics, 
which required tremendous acceleration to overcome a 
certain degree of inertia at the College Board.

This year, Dan has kept up his momentum, serving 
as an integral factor in the Elorriaga equation, helping to 
secure a grant for the Robotics room from the Wiegand 
foundation. The Robotics club will now do its work in both 
the converted bus barn and room 60, with Dan overseeing 
both the heavy machinery required to prepare the working 
parts, and the computer programming needed to operate 
the robot. Dan will be teaching a couple of summer school 
classes in basic and advanced robotics. 

Recently, Dan teamed up with Mike Higgins to present 
a “Theology on Tap” session for parents and alums, which 
some of us got to see with our optic nerves. He and Mike 
explored the cosmic questions regarding the hand of the 
Creator in the origins of the universe. For serving as an 
exemplar of both faith and reason, being and becoming, 
robotics and radicals, we honor Dan Calkins as our May 
Educator of the Month. 

Educator Spotlight

Claudia Raffaele: A Heroic Journey 
for a Master Teacher

When she first came 
to the United States from 
Argentina in 1982, JHS 
Spanish teacher Claudia 
Raffaele spoke almost no 
English. When Claudia 
left Argentina, the country 
was under a military 
dictatorship. Claudia had 
been in a teacher-education 
program and was a teacher 

of Spanish philosophy and literature. 
In the US, Claudia had to start all over again, as her home 

country was not exactly cooperative with her attempts to 
find a teaching job in the US. She forged her way through 
the crucible of the American immigrant experience, working 
first in a sweatshop in Los Angeles, California, then as a 
translator as her English skills improved. 

For the past 11 years, Senora Raffaele has been a superb 
teacher of Spanish at Jesuit, a mentor to generations of 
students, and an Ignatian companion to her colleagues. In 
addition, as a single mother, she has raised three children 
(Eddie ’03, Karolyn ’05, and Jean-Luc ’13).

Now, her heroic journey is coming full-circle, and this 
time she will celebrate with the members of her family. 
Claudia’s mother arrived from Argentina to witness her 
daughter’s receiving her Master’s Degree in Education from 

George Fox University on April 30. 
At the very same time at the same university, Eddie 

Raffaele received his MBA. Two weeks later, Claudia’s 
daughter Karolyn also receieved her Master of Science 
in Student Affairs in Higher Education from Colorado 
State University. In addition to true grit, this family has 
remarkable timing, and real cause to celebrate the joys and 
rewards of education. 

Says Claudia, “I want to thank the members of my 
family, and the Jesuit family, for all the support they have 
offered me, especially Karen Love and Teri Stroschein. Now 
it is my hope to ‘pay it forward.’”

Says Academic Vice Principal Paul Hogan, “Claudia 
Raffaele serves as an inspiration not only to all of our 
students, but to our faculty as well. She is the paragon of 
a lifelong learner. If she can get a master’s while raising 
three fantastic children on her own, all of us can keep on 
learning and growing. Claudia’s journey has truly been 
heroic. We are very proud to call Claudia Raffaele a ‘master’ 
at Jesuit High.”

Each month, all jhs faculty and staff members are invited to nominate 
a colleague as Educator of the month. At the first meeting of the month, 
a jhs faculty or staff member is honored with the Educator of the 
month Award. Paul hogan, Academic Vice Principal, calls the winner 
up in front of his or her peers and reads the kind words that have been 
sent in tribute of that month’s educator.
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claudia (center) and Eddie ‘03, stood proud when karolyn ‘05 received 
her master’s from colorado state university in may 2011.

claudia raffaele and Eddie ‘03 
both received their master’s from 
George fox this spring.



At 6:00 a.m. on May 24, Brian Maag arrived to pick 
me up at Jesuit High School’s bell tower. Soon we would 
be boarding a plane with John and Gina Gladstone, Sandy 
and Rod Satterberg, Malen Petrucich, and our hosts, Teresa 
and Joe Schneider. We flew to our nation’s capital where 
we were blessed with the historic opportunity of witnessing 
and celebrating Fr. Pat Conroy’s swearing-in as the second 
Catholic and the very first Jesuit chaplain for the United 
States House of Representatives. 

Fr. Pat, who has served at Jesuit High School these past 
seven years, has made a profound impact on our school 
community, in the Jesuit Residence, and on each one of us 
individually.

Fr. Pat’s path to House Chaplain began last November 
when he received a call from the Oregon Province Provincial, 
Fr. Pat Lee, with information that the previous US House 

Fr. Patrick Conroy, S.J. Becomes U.S. House Chaplain
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several members of the jesuit high school community, including president 
john Gladstone, attended fr. conroy’s swearing-in ceremony on may 25.

chaplain had voiced his interest in retiring his post after 
11 years. It would become the responsibility of the Speaker 
of the House to nominate his successor. Mr. Boehner, a 
graduate of Xavier University, first thought of the Jesuits. In 
a cross-the-aisle coincidence, Minority Leader, Mrs. Pelosi, 
also had Jesuit connections by way of her husband who had 
attended Georgetown University.

Knowing that both the Speaker and the Minority Leader 
of the House had connections to Jesuits, the previous 
chaplain, Fr. Coughlin, contacted the president of the 
American Conference of Jesuits, Fr. Tom Smolich, to see if 
he could recommend a Jesuit who might be capable, willing, 
and available to consider this position. It just happened 
that Father Smolich had all the American provincials in 
town for a meeting at that time. He inquired among the 
provincials to see if anyone came to mind. Our provincial 
had just visited us at JHS a week before. Whether it was 
because of Fr. Pat’s law degree, his fascination with politics, 
his knowledge of DC because of his years at Georgetown, or 
just the nudging of the Spirit, one way or another Fr. Pat’s 
name came immediately to mind. He spoke with Fr. Pat and 
asked him to pray and see if this seemed like something he 
might be interested in exploring.

Months and two rounds of interviews passed before we 
all received the amazing news that Fr. Pat had been chosen. 
The news was received with a strong mixture of pride in 
Pat, awe at the magnitude of this new adventure he would 
be undertaking, and a serious sadness as we realized that 
he would not be part of our daily lives in the way we had 
grown to cherish all these years (that is unless we planned 
to rise early each morning to watch him open the sessions 
of the House in prayer on C-SPAN).

fr. Patrick conroy, s.j. (center) was surrounded by a host of people from the jesuit high school community at a reception following his swearing-
in ceremony on may 25, 2011, including: Allie foote ‘06, Brian maag, malin Petrusich, rod satterberg, sandy satterberg, john Gladstone, laurie 
kelley, fr. j.k. Adams, s.j., caroline kelley, Gina Gladstone, teresa schneider, and joe schneider. 
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Wherever he goes, Fr. Pat has had a powerful influence. 
In fact, the night before his swearing-in while in D.C., Joe 
and Teresa Schneider hosted a wonderful gathering for 
his family and all of us who had come to celebrate with 
him at a restaurant called Chef Geoff’s. Chef Geoff himself 
graciously came to greet us all and told us how Fr. Pat had 
been the chaplain in his dorm at Georgetown—in fact, they 
were next door neighbors. Chef Geoff is just one of many 
who testify to the life-long impact Father Pat had on his 
life. All at Jesuit can attest to that same impact he had on 
our community during his tenure here.

It was a spectacular day in Washington, D.C. when 
the JHS gang approached the Capital Building. We were 
greeted by Fr. Conroy’s two new staffers. We joined the 
rest of Father’s guests as we were escorted into the House 
chambers. 

Among the guests were all of the community members 
of Neil house, those Jesuits who will be Father Pat’s new 
community. We were treated to some business as usual, but 
it was not long before our hearts sped to hear his name 
announced from the floor.  All the representatives flooded 
in, and as he was welcomed warmly and unanimously, both 
sides of the aisles and all of us in the gallery applauded 
in response to his swearing-in. Speaker John Boehner and 
Minority Leader Pelosi both made kind and welcoming 
comments. In a well-attended reception in the Sam Rayburn 

Room after the ceremony, Mr. Boehner and Mrs. Pelosi 
gave Father Conroy a framed painting of the first chaplain 
praying at the opening of the Continental Congress. 
Speaker Boehner referenced the text of that prayer in his 
comments both on the floor and at the reception. The 
prayer and blessing for Fr. Pat at the reception was given by 
Mr. Barry Black, his counterpart, the chaplain of the United 
States Senate.

This was an historic moment. This was a day when 
Jesuit High School, the whole Society of Jesus—especially 
those in the Oregon Province, the Catholic Church and 
the United States of America—were blessed by Father Pat 
Conroy, S.J. who raised his hand in the United States House 
of Representatives and pledged his commitment to do the 
work of the Kingdom there. He did so with sincere humility, 
integrity and confidence. He will carry out his new mission 
with the same zeal, compassion and humor as he has done 
everywhere he has served, especially at Jesuit High School.

AMDG,

Fr. J.K. Adams, S.J., Superior at Jesuit High School

Father Edward McTighe, S.J. Celebrates 50 Years as Priest
Father Edward McTighe, S.J. celebrated his 50th year as a Jesuit priest on 

June 17, 2011. Fr. McTighe arrived at Jesuit High School in 1963. During his 20 
years in Jesuit’s classrooms teaching Religion and English, he was also in charge 
of the upkeep of the grounds and planted all the trees along Mary’s Way and the 
South Wing, which are his pride and joy.

Fr. McTighe is still in residence at Jesuit and is a substitute teacher. He also 
participates in weekly Mass at school and sings with the musicians. “What a 
delight to keep young around our young people,” says Fr. McTighe. “They’re very 
special!” Fr. McTighe celebrates Mass in Canisius Chapel at 7:15 a.m. and helps 
out at various parishes. 

“One of the most impressive things about Fr. Ed McTighe is his effort to do 
priestly work at both St. Pius and Arch Cape and other churches when he is asked 
to fill in,” says Fr. Bill Hayes, S.J. “He does this despite his physical ailments and 
limitations. Ed always has a smile for everyone. He loves to sing and does so with 
the Friday Liturgy group.”

Fr. McTighe’s Long History at JHS

Fr. McTighe arrived at JHS.
Tuition was around $250/year.
All-male student body = 350.
Fr. McTighe taught Religion and 
English to underclassmen and 
directed Glee Club.

1963 1975

Fr. McTighe went 
on sabbatical to 
Harvard University.

1976

Fr. McTighe returned to JHS. He taught 
English for juniors, American Lit and a 
writing class. During his 20 years in Jesuit 
classrooms, he was also in charge of upkeep 
of the grounds and planted the trees along 
Mary’s Way and the South Wing.

Today

Fr. McTighe is still in residence at 
Jesuit and is a substitute teacher. 
He participates in weekly Mass at 
school and sings with the musicians. 
Fr. McTighe celebrates Mass at 7:15 
a.m. in Jesuit’s Canisius Chapel. 

Present

Early years



Spring brought many exciting opportunities for 
students involved in Jesuit High School’s diversity program. 
Seventeen Jesuit students attended the Student Diversity 
Conference this February in Seattle, Washington, hosted 
by Seattle Prep High School. Jesuit also hosted the Asian 
American Summit, welcoming 70 students from Jesuit 
schools across the Northwest and exposing them to an 
array of valuable cultural bridge-building activities. 

The Asian American Summit featured adult speaker 
Kilong Ung. Between 1975 and 1979, Kilong survived 
the Khmer Rouge genocide that killed two million 
Cambodians—including his parents and youngest sister. 
After his escape into Thailand in 1979, he came to the U.S. 
as a refugee. He learned English in high school, graduated 
from Reed College, and is currently a senior software 
engineer for an online banking software technology 
solutions provider. He is the author of his memoir “Golden 
Leaf, A Khmer Rouge Genocide Survivor” and founder of 
the Golden Leaf Education Foundation. Mr. Ung spoke to 
the students about his struggles and personal achievements 
and his current ambition to build schools in Cambodia. 

Senior student speakers were also featured at the Asian 
American Summit. The following are excerpts from 
Audrey Tran ‘11 and Katherine Tran ‘11: 

April 18, 2011 - Asian American summit

“This isn’t a day off, or at least it shouldn’t be treated as 
such. No, this is a day where I can revel in my Vietnamese and 
Chinese heritage. This is a safe place where I can be proud of 
who I am and where I come from, a place to talk and build 
relationships with people who are like me in so many ways. 

Beyond celebrating my heritage, though, I’m really interested 
in creating a dialogue. In times where ethnic tolerance remains 
an ever-growing problem, where ignorance seems like the rule 
and not the exception, we need days like these more than ever. 
Our world works best when we reach out and connect with people 
who are supposedly different than us. When we build bridges, 
we’ll start to see this great big scary world diminish, bit by bit.”   
      ~Katherine tran ‘11

“Today, I want to start building bridges. That is why I am 
here. I challenge each and every one of you to take a moment and 
decide why you are here. Being here, being present, is the first 
step. We are Asian—specifically, we are Korean, we are Filipino, 
we are Chinese, but most importantly, we are all human. 

I hope this day will remind you that among all our intriguing 
cultural differences, we’re not that different after all.”  

~Audrey tran ‘11
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Building Bridges, Piece by Piece 
By ElAinE fordE, diVErsity dirEctor

Diversity Update

students who attended seattle Prep’s diversity leadership conference spent a few free moments at PikE PlAcE market in downtown seattle before the 
conference began. top row, left to right: shaka klang, Brandon kunsato, Amanda carbonari, chris usi, and matthew shinseki. second row: masifer 
centurion, ivana Baricevic, tess jennings, madeline regan, Bianca Bumpers, Aylssa Andressen, and Anastasia jones. front row: danielle Villanueva, 
delanie clark, cassandra Anctil, karen kitigbak, and Victoria nguyen.



Two Jesuit graduates from the Class of 2011 who 
attended St. Andrew Nativity, a Jesuit middle school, will 
be  heading off to Jesuit colleges in the fall. 

Anastasia began her Jesuit school career in sixth grade 
when her parents chose to send her to St. Andrew Nativity 
School. She credits her success at Jesuit to the support that 
she received in middle school and at Jesuit.

Anastasia is very involved in Jesuit’s Diversity program 
and attended the Seattle Diversity Leadership Conference 
and the African American Summit all four years of high 
school. She gave back to her middle school by participating 
in their summer academy for Jesuit’s Christian Service 
requirement. She chose to attend Seattle University in order 
to continue her Jesuit education; she will be close to home 
and has the opportunity to live in the city. Anastasia will 
be involved in their Humanities Leadership program and 
plans to study business.

Zemen attributes his Jesuit High School success to his 
opportunity to attend St. Andrew Middle School. At both 
schools he began the school year knowing only two or three 
people in his class. Both communities welcomed him and 
he made great friendships along the way. His experience 
on the Junior Encounter is one that he will never forget 
as the weekend changed his life. He encourages students 
coming to Jesuit to not be afraid to seek help and use all 
the tools available in both middle school and high school 
to be successful. Zemen participated in the NYSP sports 
camp at Portland State University for his Christian Service 
requirement working with under-privileged youth from 
the inner city. Zemen chose Gonzaga University to attend 

this fall due to their financial aid package and to continue 
learning through the Ignatian way of teaching he began at 
St. Andrew Nativity School. 

Anastasia Jones ‘11
•  Will attend Seattle University this fall.
•  Anastasia attended the Seattle Diversity Leadership 

Conference and the African American Summit all four years 
of high school.

2007 2011

Zemen Fekede ‘11
•  Will attend Gonzaga University this fall.
•  Zemen’s experience on the Junior Encounter was life-

changing. He plans to study engineering at Gonzaga.

2007 2011

SANS Grads - Middle School to College! 
By ElAinE fordE, diVErsity dirEctor

top: Zemen’s entire family attended his graduation, including his 
grandmother from Ethiopia. those who didn’t have a ticket to graduation 
attended in the moyer theater. his brother will be attending jesuit next year 
as a freshman, along with his cousin. Bottom: Anastasia and her family at 
graduation.
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Athletics

Last September I decided to join 
the cross country team on one of 
their Saturday morning runs in Forest 
Park. I listened as head coach, Tom 
Rothenberger, gave the following 
instructions to the 35 or so student-
athletes: 1) run with a group; 2) pick 
one of the four trails and stay on it for 
45 minutes; 3) At 45 minutes, turn 
back for a 90 minute out and back 
loop.

I started off running with the 
Jesuit coaches, but quickly told them 
that I would not be able to keep up 
with their pace and distance. I told 
them not to worry about me as I was 
only going to run for 70 minutes, and 
I’d return to the cars long before them.

After about 35 minutes down the 

Leif Erikson trail, I decided to take a 
“short cut” back to the cars. As you 
can probably predict, my chosen path 
was anything but a short cut, and I 
ended up returning to my car 2 hours 
and 35 minutes later. My 70 minute 
run lasted 155 minutes. I learned two 
important lessons that day. First, I was 
reminded to trust the instructions 
of coach Rothenberger who has 
developed many important guidelines 
after 29 years of coaching. Second, I 
learned that our Jesuit cross country 
coaches are in very good condition. 
They don’t just coach distance 
running, they live it. They not only 
talk the talk, they walk the walk, or 
rather, they run it. 

This same commitment to 

mike hughes ‘79, athletic director, dan falkner, and john Andreas ‘96 ran the 13.1 mile helvetia half 
marathon in hillsboro on june 11, 2011 (not pictured is Andrea casey ‘97, who also ran the race).

exercise, health and fitness can be 
found in many of our coaching staff.  
For example, during almost every 6th 
period this past year, one could find 
head basketball coach, Gene Potter, 
working out in the training room or 
gym, and assistant cross country coach 
Tom Manning ‘71—who has run over 
30 marathons in his life—running his 
“Tommy 10K” on the nearby streets, 
often accompanied by head men’s 
soccer coach Chris Thurley.

Daily during second period, 
varsity football coach John Andreas 
‘96 would be pounding the weight 
room and the track, while assistant 
cross country and basketball coach 
Gabe Doebler—who has competed in 
over 30 triathalons—would be putting 
the miles in on the back trails. 

I am constantly impressed that 
the Jesuit coaching staff doesn’t just 
talk about the importance of staying 
conditioned and maintaining a 
healthy lifestyle, most of them practice 
what they preach. Our head tennis 
coach, Kirsten Ruchaber, for example, 
plays on two USTA tennis teams. Head 
volleyball coach Teresa Zimmerlee 
plays on a THPRD recreation 
basketball team each winter. Head 
women’s lacrosse coach, Traci Geist, 
plays year around on an indoor soccer 
team and runs the Hood-To-Coast 
race every summer, while head men’s 
lacrosse coach, Joe Corbitt, plays on a 
men’s lacrosse team in the off season. 

Admittedly, there are some 
coaches—including the athletic 
director—who don’t work out as 
much as we would like. On the other 
hand, several coaches when asked for 

Walking (and Running) the Walk
By mikE huGhEs ‘79, AthlEtic dirEctor

Men’s Tennis 13-0
(State Champions; League Champions)

Women’s Tennis 12-1
(Second in State; League Champions)

Men’s Track 4-2
(Second in League)

Women’s Track 6-0
(State Champions; League Champions)

Women’s Golf
(Second in State; League Champions)

Varsity Baseball 20-9
(Third in League; State Semifinalist)

JV Baseball 16-7
Freshmen Baseball 16-9

Softball 12-15
(Fourth in League; First Round Playoffs)

JV Softball 11-8
JV2 Softball 1-14

Spring 2011 Sports Scoreboard
Varsity Men’s Lacrosse      17-3
(State Semifinalist; League Champions)

JV Men’s Lacrosse 14-2

Varsity Women’s Lacrosse 11-7
(State Quarterfinalist; Second in League)

JV Women’s Lacrosse 15-0

Men’s Golf
(State Champions; League Champions)
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Jesuit High School earned its 100th state championship this school year when the men’s and 
women’s combined ski racing team won state in December 2010. The other state champion 
teams during 2010-11 were women’s cross country, men’s soccer, women’s soccer, men’s 
basketball, women’s basketball, women’s swimming, women’s skiing, men’s tennis, men’s golf, 
and women’s track and field. Congratulations Crusaders!

A Banner Year for 
JHS Athletics

their workout routine for this article, 
asked that they not be mentioned 
because working out is just who they 
are, nothing that they should be 
commended for. One Jesuit coach has 
already completed two Ironman races 
(2.4m swim, 112 bike, 26.2 run) and 
is currently in training for his third. 
Likewise, many of our PE teachers, 
like head baseball coach Tim Massey, 
choose to exercise with their classes, 
which sometimes adds up to four or 
five times each day. Other coaches 
like Amanda Case ‘02 and Jason 

Barry play on local softball, kickball 
and dodgeball teams as part of their 
exercise regimens. 

Exercise, as we all know, improves 
emotional balance, stimulates brain 
function, and promotes a healthy 
body. Sometimes we can forget the 
connections between competitive 
athletics and nurturing health. 
Perhaps in our focus on winning 
games and earning a trophy, we can 
forget that—win or lose—all athletes 
are winners because they are staying 
active and living a healthy lifestyle. 

I know our head track and cross 
country coach, Tom Rothenberger, 
understands that connection.  He still 
runs at least six days a week, does core 
work 7 days a week and occasionally 
runs competitive road races. And on 
many Saturday mornings, he can be 
found in Washington Park, promoting 
this health and wellness in our Jesuit 
athletes. His fitness advice is worth 
listening to, especially the part about 
staying on the trails. 

the women’s track team earned the state championship on Eugene’s 

hayward field. Photo by cathy raimondi.

the women’s ski team took home a state championship. the men’s and 

women’s combined ski team also won state. Photo by dena horstkotte ‘12.

men’s golf was strong all year. their season culminated with a state title.

men’s tennis earned a state title in 2011. head coach jeff Wood was 

named national tennis coach of the year as well. Photo by clark huey ‘11.



Campaign Progress
As of July 20, 2011, we have 

topped the $16.4 million mark in 
the $25 million Endow the Future 
Campaign. We have raised nearly 
$6.6 million toward our capital goal 
of $7.2 million for the construction 
of the Elorriaga Center for Science 
and Mathematics and the Dieringer 
Center relocation. The endowment 
goal of $8 million is within reach 
having raised almost $6.6 million. We 
have secured more than $3.2 million 
in commitments toward our planned 
giving goal of $10 million. 

In total, 2,133 donors have 
contributed to these important 
initiatives. As part of the Campaign, 
our goal is to have 15% of our alums 
participate and contribute $5.9 
million. To date, we have had 17% 
of our alums participate and have 
raised more than $4.3 million. The 
Campaign will officially conclude on 
June 30, 2012. If you have an interest 
in participating, please contact Mike 
Schwab ’86 in the Development Office 
at 503-291-5415. 

Development News

Donor Wall Ceremony
On June 9, 2011, Jesuit’s new 

donor wall was officially unveiled 
with a small program and blessing 
prior to the President’s Appreciation 
Evening. Included on the donor wall 
are members of the St. Ignatius Circle 
(those with cumulative cash gifts of 
$100,000 or more) and the Legacy 
Club (those who have made a planned 
gift). 

Amazingly, 129 individuals, 
companies, and foundations have 
become members of the St. Ignatius 
Circle. In addition, there are more 
than 260 members in the Legacy Club. 
Each year, the donor wall will be easily 
updated, allowing acknowledgement 
of new contributors and donors at 
new levels.  

John Gladstone began the 
ceremony thanking those present 
and telling them it was because of 
their generosity that Jesuit is where 
it is today and continues to graduate 
“men and women for others.” 

One of those graduates, Megan 
McAninch ‘07, was completing her 
sophomore year when John arrived at 

Jesuit. He shared with the group that 
Megan received the Alumna of the Year 
Award at the 2011 Commencement for 
her philanthropic volunteer work in 
international medicine and community 
sustainment (see page 40). John stated, 
“Megan is just one example of a Jesuit 
graduate living the mission of Jesuit 
High School. Your generosity is making 
a significant difference in the halls of 
Jesuit and in communities throughout 
the world each and every day.” 

Rob Maletis, Chair of the 
Development Committee, explained 
that the committee continually looks 
for ways to thank our donors and has 
strongly recommended this donor wall 
concept during the past few years. 
Rob said, “Coming from the for-profit 
business world, I have always viewed 
this donor wall as the ‘cost of doing 
business.’ I have always felt it is the 
right thing to do. I am thrilled we 
now have a public setting on campus 
to recognize those who have made 
significant contributions through their 
cumulative giving and planned gifts.” 

The donor wall contains a picture 
of St. Ignatius, founder of the Society 
of Jesus, in the background which was 
taken from the artwork that hangs 
in the main entrance of the Jesuit 
residence. The prayer on the donor 
wall is the Prayer for Generosity 
written by St. Ignatius. The words “Age 
Quod Agis” on the wall translate to “Do 
well whatever you do.” 

Father Bill Hayes, S.J. then blessed 
the wall and sprinkled holy water on it 
and on those in attendance. 

President’s Appreciation 
Evening

The President’s Appreciation 
Evening followed the Donor Wall 
Ceremony and was attended by 
roughly 300 donors and faculty and 
staff members. The evening was an 
opportunity to thank all of those who 
made annual and/or campaign gifts 

President’s Appreciation Evening Recognizes Donors, Faculty, and Staff
By mikE schWAB ‘86, VicE PrEsidEnt for dEVEloPmEnt
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chris hughes (wife of mike hughes ‘79), Patti and Ed o’mara (parents of Eddy ’08, shannon ’13, 
and megan ‘14) and dr. mary jo clarke (wife of don clarke) enjoyed each other’s company at the 
President’s Appreciation Evening in june 2011.
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totaling $2,600 or more during the 
past 12 months. Father J.K. Adams, 
S.J. began the program with a prayer. 

John Gladstone informed the 
group that we had another excellent 
fundraising year, receiving a total of 
nearly $4 million with another 21 days 
remaining in the fiscal year. He stated 
that gifts are appreciated now more 
than ever especially with a fluctuating 
economy and the dramatic increase 
in financial aid needs of our families. 
John also thanked our dedicated 
faculty and staff. 

He then updated the crowd on 
the progress of our Endow the Future 
Campaign, which has three important 
components: 

• Capital ($7.2 Million)
A total of more than $6.6 million 

has been raised (as of July 20, 2011), 
but still have another $600,000 to 
go to complete the Dieringer Center 
Relocation. A Blessing and Dedication 
of the new $5.7 million Elorriaga 
Center was held on April 4, 2011.

• Endowment ($8 Million)
This includes the Endowment for 

Financial Aid and the Endowment 
for Faculty and Staff Development. 
To date, nearly $6.6 million has been 
raised toward this goal. The need 
for financial aid has been growing 
exponentially (next year more than 
300 students will receive $2.05 million 
in aid). Three years ago, one in five 
students needed aid; that figure has 
now grown to one in four students. 
This is the first year not every student 
who qualified for aid received it. 

An endowed fund for Faculty 
and Staff Development will allow the 
school to hire and retain  talented 
faculty and staff through additional 
opportunities for professional 
development. For capital and 
endowment combined, more than 
$13.1 million has been raised toward 
the goal of $15 million. 

• Planned Giving ($10 Million)
The goal is to acquire 40 new 

planned gifts during the Campaign. 

To date, 38 new Legacy gifts have 
been received totaling more than $3.2 
million in commitments. 

Following his campaign summary, 
John introduced a special video in 
tribute to Fr. Hayes and to Jesuit 
supporters who have stood beside the 
school during both the good and the 
challenging times. The initial idea for 
this video stemmed from the 2010 
Jesuit High School Board Retreat, 
following a powerful talk by Fr. Hayes 
in which he reflected on the journey 
Jesuit had taken over the years to get 
to the point where it is today. Much 
of this success can be credited to Fr. 
Hayes’ leadership, a committed faculty 
and staff, and generous donors. Laurie 
Kelley, Chair of the Communications 
Committee, led the charge on the 
video’s production. 

The video was followed by a huge 
applause for Fr. Hayes. Laurie Kelley, 
filling in for her husband and Board 
Chair, Mike Kelley, took the stage.

Laurie commented, “At this event 
last year, Mike gave a toast to ‘doing 
well’ in the public phase of the Endow 
the Future Campaign. This year, I 
would like to give two toasts. The 
first is to Father Hayes and all that he 
continues to do to make Jesuit a truly 
special place.”

Before the second toast, Laurie 

explained the meaning behind the 
100s in the room (there were banners 
with 100s, 100s in the form of confetti, 
and a big 100 on the stage). This year, 
Jesuit has celebrated some significant 
100 milestones:

• 100% faculty and staff 
participation in the Campaign. Our 
dedicated faculty and staff members 
(totaling nearly 130) each made a 
meaningful commitment to the 
Campaign. Their total gifts exceeded 
$100,000 ($160,000 to be exact). 

• 100 percent of the $5.7 million 
needed to construct the state-of-the-
art Elorriaga Center has been raised. 

• More than 100 percent of the 
Campaign goal for the Endowment 
for Financial Aid has been raised 
(because of the growing need it will 
never be enough). 

• Jesuit earned its 100th state 
title in athletics this year (combined 
men’s and women’s skiing). Six more   
followed for a total of 106 state titles. 

• Hundreds of generous donors 
have contributed to our annual, 
capital, and endowment funds 
this past year. The President’s 
Appreciation Evening concluded with 
a toast by Laurie to continuing to “do 
well” in the last year of the Endow the 
Future Campaign and reaching 100% 
of all of our Campaign Goals.

rob maletis explained the importance of the new donor Wall (located in desmet’s stott Gallery) to the 
pre-President’s Appreciation Evening crowd.



The Journey Toward Completion
The Endow the Future Campaign momentum continues with the 
completion of the $5.7 million Elorriaga Center for Science and 
Mathematics, the unveiling of a new donor wall, 100% faculty and 
staff participation in the Campaign, and a toast to “doing well” in 
the final year of the Campaign.

john Gladstone, Gina Gladstone, john Elorriaga, and mike kelley helped 
kick off groundbreaking at President’s Appreciation Evening in june 2010.

A Groundbreaking Ceremony was held for the new $5.7 
million Gold LEED certified Elorriaga Center for Science 
and Mathematics. More than 450 students, parents, alumni, 
friends, faculty, staff, and community leaders attended the 
ceremony. John and Lois Elorriaga’s lead seven-figure gift to 
the building paved the way for additional fundraising and 
inspired others to contribute.

A crowd of more than 150 donors, faculty and 
staff members, and students gathered on the 
evening of April 4, 2011 for the dedication and 
blessing of the John and Lois Elorriaga Center for 
Science and Mathematics. Archbishop Vlazny 
joined in the celebration by blessing the building 
prior to the long-awaited ribbon-cutting.

Groundbreaking Ceremony and 

President’s Appreciation Evening 

JUNE 10, 2010 April 4, 2011

Blessing of the Elorriaga Center 

for Science and Mathematics

john and lois Elorriaga made themselves comfortable in 
desks in one of the new math classrooms.

Archbishop Vlazny blessed the Elorriaga center prior to the 
ribbon-cutting and reception inside the building.

the official breaking of the ground by john Gladstone, sandy 
satterberg, fr. hayes, s.j., david Brands ‘73, john and lois Elorriaga, 
Greg specht, jennie cournia ’97, Peggy lucas, and mike schwab ’86.
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Jesuit’s new Donor Wall was unveiled with a program and 
blessing prior to the President’s Appreciation Evening. Members 
of the St. Ignatius Circle (those with cumulative cash gifts of 
$100,000 or more) and the Legacy Club (those who have 
made a planned gift) are included on the Donor Wall. The 
President’s Appreciation Evening was an opportunity to thank 
donors who made gifts totaling $2,600 or more during the past 
12 months, along with all of our faculty and staff (100% made 
a gift to the campaign - see page 32).

Donor Wall Blessing and 

President’s Appreciation Evening

June 9, 2011

The Endow the Future Campaign 

Concludes June 30, 2012

Endowing the Future...

Pat heffernan, sandy and john shepanek, and tricia heffernan enjoyed 
time together prior to the donor wall ceremony.

laurie kelley raised her glass in a toast to “doing well” in the 
final year of the Endow the future campaign.

A special video in tribute to fr. Bill hayes, s.j., and his 
contributions to jesuit was unveiled at the President’s 
Appreciation Evening in june 2011.

fr. Bill hayes, s.j. blessed the new donor wall and later stood with the 
tangvald family: jennifer and david tangvald ‘83 and daughters, claire 
and Paige.

As of July 20, 2011, we have topped the 
$16.4 million mark in the $25 million Endow 
the Future Campaign. If you are interested in 
making a donation to the Campaign, please 
contact Mike Schwab ’86 in the Development 
Office at 503-291-5415. 
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Auction 2011: Havana Nights

Karen Holce and Kelly Carlson - Co-Chairs
Anna Metz - Super Silent Chair
Cathy Hart - Inventory Chair
Annie Mueller - Reservations Chair
Val Rich - Community Group Coordinator
Michele Heimes - Procurement Chair
Karen Weil - Raffle Processing Chair
Jeff Hall - MC Extraordinaire

Terry Heaton - Raffle Sales Chair

Thank You!

Lisa Strader - Our Lady of the Lake
Karen DeRego - St. Pius
Colleen Nistler - Valley Catholic
Diane Voeller - St. John Fisher
Jennifer Olson - Holy Trinity
Elisa Hornecker – St. Thomas More
Lyn Cameron - OES
Jennifer Arbanas - Riverdale
Leslie Brandt - St. Anthony
Shannon Duffy - Cathedral
Lisa Burnham - St. Clare
Brigit Hazard - West Sylvan

Austin Quinlan ‘13, dee madden (holding finn), and 
carolyn holce ‘13. 

highlighting the night’s cuban theme, jhs drama students performed 
“hernando’s hideaway” as part of the live Auction entertainment.

stacy simpson and john and cynthia morgan were decked out in 
fun cuban attire.

nancy Bryant found something to 
laugh about during the live Auction.

The evening would not have been 
possible if it weren’t for our tireless 
volunteers. 

Thank you to our community 
coordinators!

rick and leslie Ganz enjoyed socializing in the 
“fabulous foyer” full of silent Auction items.

jesuit’s 43rd Annual Auction, “havana nights,” was held 
on may 7. While cuban music played in the background, 
guests in island attire enjoyed refreshing mojitos. With 
nearly 600 people in attendance, three times more super 
silent items to bid on, and a unique live Auction line up, 
jhs raised over $600,000! our donors’ generosity helps 
the school fund operational costs and financial aid, in an 
effort to keep tuition affordable for all students. 

Auction co-chair karen holce and 
susan hoffman.

sue krieger, martha lindsay, and d’Anne 
o’neill were among many who bid 
during the paddle raise for financial aid. 
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Financial Aid Luncheon 2011

For the 2011-2012 academic year:
• $2.05 million in need-based 

aid awarded to Jesuit students.
• 357 students qualified for 

need-based aid; however, we could 
not accommodate 24 of these young 
men and women due to lack of 
funds.

• 322 students will receive aid, 
an increase of 18 students from 
2010-11.

• One in every four Jesuit 
families receive financial assistance.

We Need You!
We invite you to join us in helping 

to make a Jesuit education affordable 
for 322 qualified students. Many 
families are struggling to find a way 

to pay tuition, even with the financial 
help we are providing. Almost every 
one of these Jesuit families was awarded 
less financial aid than recommended 
by an independent financial review 
service. We simply do not have the 
funds available to meet the entire 
need. With your participation, we will 
make a difference in the lives of many 
students and their families.

There is no ticket charge or Table 
Host cost for this event. Please join 
us for an hour of superb student 
entertainment and engaging keynote 
speakers. Reserve your luncheon 
table today by calling 503-291-5456. 
You may also visit our website at 
www.jesuitportland.org for more 
information. Thank you!

save the date! the ninth Annual financial Aid luncheon is 
on Wednesday, october 12, 2011, from 12:00-1:00 p.m. in the 
knight center at jesuit high school. Join us in helping make a 
Jesuit education affordable for 322 qualified students. 

Raising Funds for Students in Need
By diAnE sAlZmAn, dEVEloPmEnt dirEctor
finAnciAl Aid lunchEon: octoBEr 12, 2011, 12:00-1:00 P.m.
kEynotE sPEAkErs: lt. joE torrillo, fdny And chAd coolEy ‘96

co-chair - julie Arndorfer
co-chair - tracy hooper

Sally Bany
Bryan Bayless ’95

Mary Blair
Nancy Bolton
John Coleman

Karl Glaser
Tricia Heffernan

Scott Julien
Laurie Kelley
Katie Maag

Linda Maletis
Rebecca Martin-Gerhards

Kathi McCoy
Mary Monnat
Susie Porter

Teresa Schneider

2011 Financial Aid
Luncheon Committee

chad cooley ‘96
•	9/11	survivor;	rescued	many	people	in	the	

second World trade center tower.
•	1996	graduate	of	JHS;	eight-time	varsity	

athlete.
•	2000	graduate	of	Colgate	University;	

held many leadership positions, including 
secretary of the university newman Board.

•	Founder	and	President	of	August	Group,	
nyc; invests and manages independent 
hotels nationwide.

lt. joe torrillo, fdny
•	9/11	rescue	leader	and	twice	survivor.
•	24-year	veteran	of	the	NYC	Fire	Dept.
•	Co-creator	of	the	first	state-of-the-art	

safety learning center, located in nyc.
•	Awarded	the	coveted	“THEA”	award	
   at the Emmys.
•	Public	speaker	who	conveys	his	

message of tolerance, dedication, 
perseverance, and survival throughout 
the country and around the world.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: Lt. Joe Torrillo, FDNY and Chad Cooley ‘96
 Join us to remember the 10th anniversary of 9/11 as we hear from two survivors: a NYC firefighter who saved lives and 
a JHS graduate who credits his Jesuit education for his survival and for saving those around him.



EARNiNG THE GREEN APRON 
A Behind-the-scenes look at one of jesuit’s most time-honored traditions 
By dAn fAlknEr, jhs EnGlish tEAchEr

5:00 AM
Just before five in the morning on a cool spring school 

day, Jesuit High School’s parking lot is empty. No teachers’ 
cars. No students walking from neighboring Valley’s lot. 
It’s peaceful and quiet on campus, a light rain making 
the weather feel more like March than May. A car pulls 
in at about five, a pearl colored sedan with a license plate 
“Kandyz.” Out steps Candi Prentice, who has made this 
same morning routine over the last eighteen years. She is 
usually the first staff member on campus each day, barely 
beating principal Sandy Satterberg and facilities director 
Jack Schmidt. She pauses, grabs some of her things, and 
walks up to the Gedrose Student Center, where she will 
begin a day like she has most days: turning on lights, 
warming ovens, unpacking supplies, and prepping meals 
for upwards of 1,200 students, as well as faculty, staff, and 
visitors.

It’s a daunting task: prepping all the distinct meal 
options, keeping track of finances, calculating how much 
food to prepare so as not to waste. It’s a full-time job and 
only possible in the same way that so much is possible at 
Jesuit--with the help of others.   

Each day when hot lunch is served during the school 
year, twenty parents arrive at school around nine a.m., 
check in with Candi or Debbie Meyer, who assists Candi 
full time in the lunch program, and work until around one.   
With a list of about two hundred regular volunteers and 
sixty substitutes, each volunteer works about two days a 
month. They’re divided into eight groups who consistently 
work the 1st, 3rd, sometimes 5th Tuesday through Friday of 
each month and the 2nd and 4th Tuesday through Friday 
of each month. It’s a logistically challenging managerial 
task to say the least, and yet each day Candi and Debbie 
successfully organize, manage, and bring along groups who 
have experience varying from a bright-eyed new parent to 
the record, which, Candi believes, is twelve years of service.

And yet, if parents were simply used pragmatically 
to get everything done, the most important aspect of the 
lunch volunteers would be overlooked: the relationships.   
Candi is quick to say that it goes beyond pragmatism: “I 
love working with these moms and dads so much,” says 
Candi. “There are friendships formed that last years and go 
far beyond the work at school.”  

Tricia Heffernan, who has volunteered for 10 years 
and whose youngest daughter, Colleen, graduated this 
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Tuesday	1/3/5	Moms	for	2010-11.	Back	row:	Cindy	Piano,	Peggy	Reaume,	Andrea	Mehigan,	Cynthia	
morgan, liz mcdougall, nancy Greene, sheila mccarroll, terri Evetts, kim sprunk, and diane kalez. 
front row: liz coleman, jayashree Vardhana, jyothi Baila, cindy Graham, mary rigert, Ginny Wheeler, 
candi Prentice, lois o’halloran, jean Benedict, rozanne nachreiner, and debbie meyer.



EARNiNG THE GREEN APRON 
A Behind-the-scenes look at one of jesuit’s most time-honored traditions 
By dAn fAlknEr, jhs EnGlish tEAchEr

year, spoke to the same effect: “It’s fun because it’s an 
opportunity to meet moms. Not just moms in [your child’s] 
classes, but freshmen through seniors. It’s a fun day.” Even 
on Tricia’s final day after ten years, she was still having fun, 
having been given her own green “Hot Lunch Mom” apron 
to keep. She joked that that’s what makes it worth it: “The 
Masters gets the green jacket,” she said, “The Jesuit hot 
lunch moms get the green apron.”

 

The Tuesday 1-3-5 Alumni Moms

The relationships create such strong bonds that the 
lunch volunteer program has spawned numerous groups 
who meet outside their service hours, including a knitting 
group, a reading circle, and a group called the Tuesday 
1-3-5 alumni moms who regularly meet with Candi at 
McCormick and Schmick’s in the fall and spring.

The 1-3-5 alumni moms exist as a community of 
women who have maintained their friendship despite no 
longer serving, all their children now graduated. While 
their meetings are private, according the Candi they discuss 
everything from “marriage,  grandbabies, death, divorce, 
and faith and spirituality.” They’ve been so consistent that 
McCormick and Schmick’s once printed on the top of the 
menu “the 1-3-5 alumni lunch moms” when they knew the 
group would be visiting. 

Miki McGrain, who served in the program from 1992 
through 2001 and then again from 2006 until 2010, 
elaborated on how much the group means to her. “I have 

been meeting with the Moms from early days for lunches 
since 1999 or so and I’ve been to their children’s weddings 
and baby showers. I have made friends for life.”

What was started by cooking chicken and rice grew 
quickly and steadily, a natural shift to continue connecting 
with one another.  At their meetings, each one has a chance 
to give life updates, much like the volunteers do currently 
while chatting over baking pizzas or while preparing salads.   
Without the lunch program, they may have never met, and 
certainly wouldn’t have laid the foundation for what has 
become such a meaningful group in many of their lives.   
Miki McGrain attributes all credit to Candi: “The honest 
truth is that Candi is the glue of the program…there are 
so many personalities and for her to deal with a different 
group every week, four days a week, is unbelievable. I would 
never have stayed all those years without Candi.”

More Than Just an Apron
While the community, the groups, and the free “Green 

Apron” might give an impression that the lunch program is 
more a social experience than a true kitchen environment, 
all the volunteers are quick to point out the work that gets 
done. After Candi and Debbie prepare everything for the 
volunteers, a typical day for the volunteers starts at nine in 
the morning. They serve students at break, offering various 
quick items, then take their own “break” until first lunch.  
Yet no one sits around.   While some take a moment to grab 
a coffee or text a quick note to a son, daughter or someone 
else who needs them, all of the volunteers are busy, and 
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Wednesday	1/3/5	Alumni	Moms:	Joan	Schoen,	Candi	Prentice,	Becky	
robertson, mona mendez, and miki mcGrain.

A	group	of	Tuesday	1/3/5	Alumni	Moms	still	regularly	meets	for	lunch	at	
mccormick’s. front row: margo Bachhuber, B.j. mcconnell, Anne Grbavac, 
lynn fahs. Back row: Geri Pearse, katy yamada, and candi Prentice.



each group is quick to form personalities and unique 
approaches.

On Fridays during the “break,” for instance, the 
volunteers cook rice, prepare the slushi machine, take 
personal-size pizzas from the ovens, set out toppings for 
baked potatoes, and wrap “points” in rubber bands—tickets 
equivalent to twenty-five cents each.

Last May, a table of moms—Anjali Joshi, Neeta Yavatkar, 
Michelle McDavitt, Kimberly Wood, and Tricia Heffernan—
sat together at a cafeteria table counting out tickets. “I 
look forward to Fridays because I really enjoy coming here 
and being part of the community,” said Neeta Yavatkar.   
Michelle McDavitt, mother of Cara ’11 and Brian ‘13 added, 
“We talk about a lot…right now we’re talking about our 
schedules being overloaded.”

Despite potential overload, none of the moms gave 
any impression of frustration or lost morale. The entire 
table had a communal sense of genuine pleasure toward 
one another that suggests how some moms continue with 
outside groups. They take pride in the little things that 
allow the hot lunches to go so smoothly, serving such a glut 
of students in only two thirty-minute sessions. “Different 
groups do things differently,” jokes McDavitt, “If I work 
other Fridays, I’m like, ‘that’s so not how we do mac and 
cheese and rice.’” 

Miki McGrain similarly commented on the pride the 
volunteers find in their service: “The best part of being a 
lunch mom is seeing the kids and interacting with them.   
[We] are really protective of [our] ‘space’ or lines and of 
each other.” She was quick to add how they “celebrate 
each other’s birthdays with cake and song.” And while 
the current “Friday moms” had no immediate plans to 
get together beyond their service in the lunch program, it 
wasn’t hard to imagine how they might end up doing so 
much like it started with the 1-3-5 group so many years ago.   

Despite the energy of the group, the Friday moms noted 
how it can be taxing. “It’s very exhausting,” McDavitt said. 
“I’ve subbed two days in a row and it’s extremely tiring.”   
Tricia Heffernan, donning her beads and “last day” green 

apron, attempted to clue the other moms into her secret: 
“We go to Target and get Diet Coke and popcorn. That’s 
how we recover.”

While the added caffeine could keep them going, like 
any person in service to others, the groups’ camaraderie 
and senses of humor seemed to be their main driving force 
as they diligently prepared food for the students much like 
they might for their own children. McDavitt praised Candi 
and Deb for how they keep up their energy as they work 
each day: “They are rockstars. To do this every day, and 
then to go home and cook for their families. It’s incredible.”

Mythbusters
One false but popular belief according to the lunch 

moms is that students think that they spend their time 
gossiping. “All the students think that we do is sit here and 
gossip about their lives,” McDavitt said. “But the reality is, 
we don’t even chat about our kids. We talk about manicures 
and pedicures and what we’re going to make for dinner.”

Again, Heffernan keeps it light: “[the students] think 
they’re way more important than they are—we’re too 
busy laughing.” They care little about gossip, and instead 
are adamant that they simply enjoy each other and their 
time together serving the students, faculty, and each other.  
“When we do talk about our kids, it’s mostly about our 
older children off at college and whether or not they might 
be coming home from break.”

Mostly the volunteers are moms, but currently there are 
also four “Hot Lunch Dads” in the program.  Steve Mueller, 
father of Chris ’11 and Michael ‘13, works as a substitute 
and was counting and double checking his math on the 
money box that he works on Fridays. During the rushes 
at the beginning of each lunch, he will often see students 
sometimes twenty deep in line as he quickly changes cash 
for points. “I love it. I love being out here with the kids. The 
interaction.” Mueller has also worked back in the kitchen—
he has his food handler’s card just as everyone who works 
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miki mcGrain and kay Brantley as masters of cooking chicken kabobs! 
(Tuesday	2/4	Alumni	Moms).

roxanne specht and stephanie merriman preparing fresh sandwiches 
(Tuesday	2/4	Alumni	Moms).



in the kitchen must—but seems to prefer the cash box. “I 
get to see [my] kids. I get to see the kids I coach. It’s a little 
more social.” 

In addition to his work in the cafeteria, Mueller 
volunteers as a sports announcer and on occasion cooks 
hot dogs in the concession stand, serving Jesuit with his 
many talents. “Whenever I’m here, it reaffirms what I also 
believed goes on at Jesuit. I see it in action. I’m not at home 
wondering, ‘what goes on here?’ It reinforces everything I 
believe.”  Steve said there was no “Hot Lunch Dads” group, 
but perhaps down the road something might transpire to 
bring them together as well.

 

Remembering the Past...   
While it’s easy to look to the future, like any great 

program at Jesuit—athletics, drama, academics—it’s 
sometimes easy to forget the past. Before Candi and the 
hundreds of current lunch volunteers, before women were 
admitted to Jesuit, and before there was anything like 
fresh-baked cinnamon rolls during Wednesday breaks, the 
lunch program was run in the eighties by Virginia Duffy, 
who, according to Colleen Miller, another past Jesuit lunch 
coordinator, everyone called “Mike.” “The offerings were 
few,” Miller says. “Hamburgers, hot dogs, spaghetti, chili, 
and Mother’s packaged cookies. Oh, and milk and slushies!” 

This was in the eighties, and the school was much 
smaller.  Lunch wasn’t offered every day, there were roughly 
ten total volunteers, and the kitchen was shared with the 
Jesuits. When “Mike” left following the graduation of Dugan 
Duffy, her final Crusader, the program was handed over to 
Pat Grayson, with the help of Colleen Miller and Candy 
Smith. Despite some subtle differences—she notes how 
much the menu became “healthful offerings after…the girls 
came in the fall of 1993.” Colleen’s attitude sounds similar 
to everyone who has experienced the lunch program: “It 
was a great program and wonderful way to see all the boys 
and get to know the teachers and other mothers.” 

Over the years the program has gone through significant 
changes in size and quality as the school has metamorphed 
from all boys to coed to over 1,000 kids to now topping 

1,200. And yet each day, students, faculty, and staff are fed. 
If there’s an apt metaphor in any of their work for 

how the lunch program works, perhaps it’s when Debbie 
discusses the kitchen’s “antiquated equipment.” “It takes 
the dishwasher ten minutes to warm up and another five 
minutes to fill with water. Most people think you turn 
things on and away they go, but that just doesn’t happen.” 
In a space constructed in 1955, nothing “just happens.” 
It not only takes two skilled coordinators and more than 
two hundred volunteers who give their time and energy to 
Jesuit, it also takes their patience and belief in the school’s 
motto, Age Quod Agis, “Do Well Whatever You Do.”  

 

10:00 PM 
Just after ten at night, Debbie closes the kitchen. She 

leaves just before the janitorial staff, but has been known 
to walk out with them. On those occasions they joke about 
how she’s later than expected. She explains that there was a 
function for a sports team and she had to make sure it was 
all ready for Candi when she arrives in the morning.   

It’s quiet and nighttime in May under a light rain when 
Debbie leaves. The parking lot is similarly quiet until Candi 
arrives at five the next morning to start the whole process 
over again, year after year, serving Jesuit High School.   
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margo Bachhuber and grandson, owen (son of Andrea Bachuber ‘97).

Knitting	group	formed	by	one	of	the	Thursday	2/4	Alumni	Moms:	Kerry	
tate, Bonnie Peterson, janet Goman, carol swihart, heidi Wilcox, and 
kathy schroeder (not pictured: candi Prentice).

the lunch moms have fun together, even during “serious” picture time 
(and sometimes candi Prentice gets a special, impromptu place of honor)!



Tremendous Trio Says Good-Bye 
Ellen Berger, karin Popkin, Peggy lucas Bid Adieu After 41 total years
By dAn fAlknEr, jhs EnGlish tEAchEr

A group of teachers are finishing lunch in the faculty 
dining room when Ellen Berger passes by. She stops at the 
refrigerators and opens the freezer, pulling out a ten pound 
bag of ice nearly half her size. She pounds it on the ground 
a few times to break it apart, shakes it, and walks back past 
the teachers. No one notices, and that’s somewhat the 
point. She does things like this all the time for others.  Later 
she explains that it was for the library volunteers’ lunch. 
Consider it again: Ellen nearing retirement, the lunch room 
across campus from her for a bag of ice. She could have 
easily sent a student to retrieve it, but instead she walks 
herself, cracks the ice, and hauls it back across campus to 
the library. That’s just the kind of person she is—doing great 
work for others with absolutely no want of recognition—
and has been since 1995 when she started as a librarian 
with Kathy Fritz. Sixteen years later, she is retiring, excited 
to be heading down the “top of the slide,” as she refers to 
what’s next.

Ellen Berger retires after the 2010-2011 school year 
along with two colleagues, Karin Popkin and Peggy Lucas, 
who will call it a career after 16 years and nine years, 
respectively. Each exemplifies the best of what it means to 
be Ignatian and teach at Jesuit High School: others first, 
working hard, growing professionally and spiritually. Each 
one has plans already for retirement, but as Berger puts it, 

a native of Chicago and in a straightforward Midwestern 
sentimentality, “I’ll miss the place. The community, the 
spirituality.”

And while they’ve left Jesuit for good, they can rest 
assured that their impact will touch the Jesuit community 
for years.  

Ellen, for instance, started the volunteer program at 
the Clark Library, which she modeled after the volunteer 
program she coordinated at Beaverton City Library before 
her arrival.  Currently the volunteers not only help with day-
to-day functions of the library, but they’re also responsible 
for the many intricate display cases within upper Arrupe 
hall. Leslie Pranger has volunteered since 1995 with Ellen.  
“She treats everyone like gold.” Pranger’s comments were 
echoed by the volunteers whom Ellen had found the ice for.  
“She’s like a mother to all of the students.”  

Karin Popkin, who has taught French since 1991, left 
teaching at Jesuit from 2000-2004 to teach in Ecuador 
and then Thailand before returning. Her experience away 
from Jesuit directly influences her role as the moderator of 
the Global Perspectives Club and her interest in bringing 
cultures alive in the classroom, not simply teaching the 
language.

Scott Montenaro, who will be taking over as moderator 
for Global Perspectives Club, spoke of how Popkin’s 
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newly retired karin Popkin, Ellen Berger, and Peggy lucas will go down in jesuit’s history as great educators and selfless leaders.



classroom was always engaging for students. “I remember 
walking into one of Karin’s French classes during my first 
week at Jesuit. I didn’t see students passively taking notes or 
hear them speaking English.” An example is seen in one of 
her favorite projects of the year, where students choose an 
impressionist painter, clone the artist’s work, write letters 
from the voice of the artist, and construct a new set of 
vocabulary words based on the artist. When it’s finished, 
the students will have genuinely learned about eighteen 
artists of the Impressionist movement. For her, it’s all been 
about the students. “It’s especially powerful to see kids 
who don’t get [what Jesuit is about] at first and then the 
turnaround that happens in only a semester or a year.”  

People will certainly remember Peggy Lucas, who has 
taught for 22 years—nine at Jesuit—for her loyalty to friends, 
her insistence on helping when the need is evident, and her 
genuine demeanor. If anything is a fitting symbol of the 
person she is, it’s the stuffed penguins that cover shelves 
at the back of her room. Though she hasn’t counted, there 
are easily over 30 small to large stuffed creatures. “They’re 
just ding-dang cute,” she says.  “They’re remarkable in the 
nature of their loyalty.” Lucas loves the image of penguins 
so much that she even “made some excuse about measuring 
wind speed” so that she could show March of the Penguins 
to her class.

But while the penguins might be the first thing students 
recall about Lucas, certainly her work for Dornbecker 
Children’s Hospital making quilts with her geometry classes 

has had the greatest impact. Each year she has her students 
create seven-by-seven inch squares that will be quilted 
together, the final product donated to the hospital. She 
only requires that the students’ designs reflect “geometry 
and something kids will like.”

Perhaps influenced by the Ignatian model of 
discernment, each educator will wisely take time for 
themselves to start retirement. Each has her own 
euphemism. “Getting out from under,” Lucas calls is.  
For Popkin, it’s “being still.” Perhaps Berger is the most 
ready, already having determined that they’ll move back 
to Chicago to be near their children and, especially, their 
grandchildren. Even there, though, she says she wants to 
“give [herself] six months to a year” to get settled before 
volunteering. Perhaps she will become one of the very 
volunteers she’s organized for all these years.  

As their final school year came to a close, each of these 
influential educators turned off the lights for the last time, 
said their goodbyes, and headed off to their next adventures.  
Ellen will no longer host lunches for volunteers, Peggy will 
no longer inspire Jesuit students through quilt projects, and 
Karin won’t host Jesuit students who wish to widen their 
global perspective. But the volunteers will still come, the 
students will continue to learn about service as it somehow 
relates to math, and the students will grow in their curiosity 
of global issues, all because these teachers left Jesuit a 
stronger, more inspired community than they entered. All 
three will go down in Jesuit’s history as great educators and 
leaders.

karin Popkin (center) stands tall among her fellow World language 
teachers at jesuit, in their hallway decorated with postcards from around 
the world.

Peggy lucas shows off one of her many stuffed penguins and quilting 
patterns made by her geometry students.

members of Ellen Berger’s past and present team of volunteers and librarian Gregory lum threw her a going-away party in june 2011. it was fittingly 
held in the clark library. Ellen (fifth from left in the front row) and her husband, jim, enjoyed the special gathering.
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Faculty and Staff Reach 100% Participation! 
jhs faculty and staff contribute more than $160,000

Special thanks to the members of the 2010-11 faculty 
and staff of Jesuit High School. In addition to providing 
their time and talents to our community, they achieved 
100% participation in giving to the Endow the Future 
Campaign. Through their generosity, their gifts and pledges 
exceeded $160,000 in supporting capital projects and the 
endowment. They also generated more than $50,000 in 
planned gifts through Legacy Club commitments.

“This was a collaborative effort from all members 
of the faculty and staff working together to support the 

development office as well as Jesuit,” said Mike Schwab ’86, 
Vice President of Development. 

A 19-member committee co-chaired by Ellen Berger and 
Tom Manning ’71, under the guidance of Brian Muessle ’78, 
worked together to make the goal of 100% participation a 
reality within the timeframe intended. Their dedication and 
commitment exemplifies the school’s mission of forming 
“men and women for others.” We can’t thank them enough 
for all that they do!

Campaign News

JHS Alumni Office
E-mail: alumni@jesuitportland.org
Tel: (503) 291-5414
www.jesuitportland.org (click “Alumni”)

SEpTEmbEr 15-17, 2011

Brian muessle ‘78 and committee co-chairs Ellen Berger and tom manning ‘71 
led the historical effort to reach 100% faculty and staff campaign giving.
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Estate Planning 101: Not Just for Our Parents
By kristin BryAnt ‘97, lEGAcy cluB And BoArd of trustEEs mEmBEr

Jesuit High School was essential 
in shaping me into the person I am 
today. It helped form my values and 
worldview, provided opportunities for 
me to explore, challenged me to grow, 
encouraged me to learn, celebrated 
my successes, and surrounded me 
with community. However, it’s only 
now, nearly 14 years after graduation, 
that I’m really beginning to appreciate 
the depth of Jesuit’s impact and what 
an amazing and unique high school 
experience it was. 

This appreciation for all that 
Jesuit has given me has led me to 
give back financially. Starting soon 
after graduation I began making 
small regular annual gifts. These 
gifts give me a chance to express my 
gratitude and help ensure that future 
Jesuit students could have the same 

experience that I had.
I have also decided to include a 

donation to Jesuit in my will. This may 
cause a moment’s pause. While I don’t 
think my feelings about Jesuit High 
School are unique among alumni, 
becoming a Legacy Club member 
before one’s 15th reunion is decidedly 
more rare. But I don’t think it should 
be. Admittedly, my Estate Planning 
class in law school may have made 
me start thinking about my own will 
a bit younger than most, but I know 
that many young alumni are reaching 
the life stage of writing their own first 
wills as they start their families. The 
Legacy Club isn’t just for our parents 
or older alumni…this is the perfect 
time for all alumni to think about 
giving back to Jesuit.

I’m sure many young alumni face 

the same pressures I do in considering 
my annual gifts to Jesuit—my 
experience meant so much to me, 
and I’d love to be able to reflect 
this in the size of my gift. But then 
reality intrudes: a nonprofit career, a 
mortgage, property taxes, the electric 
bill, saving for retirement…and so the 
list gets bigger and my annual gift gets 
smaller than my heart might like. In 
writing my will, however, I can plan 
without these constraints, allocating 
my assets to reflect my values.

I was fortunate to find my way to 
Jesuit as a freshman, and I’m fortunate 
that the school is still a part of my 
life today. I hope that through my 
contributions, both now and through 
my estate, many other students will 
have the opportunity to say the same 
thing.
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the legacy club is a group of individuals who have included jesuit in 
their estate plans. their gifts will live in perpetuity with interest from the 
gifts continually benefitting jesuit students and jesuit high school.

kristin Bryant ‘97 included jesuit high school in her estate plans in 

order to plan future asset allocation without current financial restraints.

The Legacy Club

to contact the jhs development office, 
call 503-291-5497 or e-mail 

development@jesuitportland.org 

““I know that many young alumni are 
reaching the life stage of writing their 
own first wills as they start their 
families. The Legacy Club isn’t just for 
our parents or older alumni.. .this is the 
perfect time for all alumni to think about 
giving back to Jesuit.”     -Kristin Bryant ‘97

•  As of May 31, 2011, there are 265 Legacy 
Club members.

• From the beginning of the Endow the Future 
campaign to present, there have been 36 
new Legacy Club members and four others 
will become members after paperwork is 
completed.

•  This growth is exciting and encouraging, but 
Legacy Club membership must continue to 
grow to address the many needs at Jesuit. 

•  During 2011-12, we will allocate 
$2,050,000 in our operational budget for 
financial assistance. Given the operational 
limits of our budget, some students who 

qualified for aid were not able to receive 
any aid because we had no more to give.

•  We are grateful to parents, alumni, and 
friends of Jesuit who have included Jesuit 
in their estate plans. We hope and pray 
others will consider this carefully and 
decide to add Jesuit in their estate plans.

Legacy Club Activity, Growth, and Challenges



VALDICTORIANS
Tulsee Doshi
Ankith Harathi
Amira Joseph
Maria Mai
Sanjana Rao
Katherine Tran

SALUTATORIANS
Emily Bauer
Kellie Malone
Megan McCarroll
Joseph Wanner

NATIONAL MERIT FINALISTS
Tulsee Doshi
Nathan Holt
Nathan Matsunaga
Luke Multanen
Catherine Son
Jennifer Walsh

NATIONAL MERIT 
COMMENDED STUDENTS
Austin Carter
Julia Christensen
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Connor Eden
Ankith Harathi
Alyssa Hudson
Soo Kyung Hwang
Caitlin Kennel
Elizabeth Lawler
Maria Mai
Dolan Murvihill
Marie Pahlmeyer
Arushi Raghuvanshi
Sanjana Rao
Isaac Saldivar 
Katherine Tran
Manali Yavatkar
Mighten Yip
Daniel Zika

SENIOR SPEAKERS
Dayna Kim (Welcome)
Garmai Gorlorwulu
Mathew Specht

SENIOR LOYALTY AWARDS
Garmai Gorlorwulu
Joseph Wanner

FR. HENRY SCHULTHEIS, S.J. 
CHRISTIAN COMMITMENT 
AWARD
Kellie Malone

JESUIT SECONDARY EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION AWARDS
Kyle Hagmeier
Manali Yavatkar

DEPARTMENT AWARDS
Art: Cynthia Le
Band: Kelly Abplanalp
Campus Ministry: 
Katie Cronin and Matthew Shinseki
Choir: Riley Vogel
Christian Service: 
Travis Huber and Lorae Schafer
Computer Science: Dolan Murvihill
Diversity: Anastasia Jones
Drama: Margaret Greene
English: Christine Ngan
French: Audrey Riddell
History: Maria Mai 
Japanese: Clark Huey
Journalism:  Kyla Wisniewski

jhs clAss of 2011



EVALUATION
Average SAT Scores for Class of 2010*:
Jesuit  1,757
Oregon  1,546
Nation  1,509
AP Tests Spring 2011:  
422 tests to 244 students 
90% of students who took the AP test 
received a score of 3 or greater
*SAT scores for class 2011 were not available at the time of print.

CLASS OF 2011
Total Hours of Christian Service: 36,301
Average Christian Service Hours per 
Student: 126
Number of National Merit Finalists: 6
Number of National Merit  
Commended Students: 18
Number of Presidential Awards  
for Academic Excellence: 166
Number of National Honor Society 
Members: 123
College Bound: 99.3%* 
     *32% attending Jesuit schools
Total Scholarships (One Year): 
$1,188,755
Total Scholarships (Four Years): 
$4,872,368
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STUDENTS
Students Beginning the Year: 1245
Students Ending the Year: 1237
Retention Rate for 2010-11: 99%
Catholic: 76%
Female/Male: 49%/51%
Diversity: 22%
Average Daily Attendance: 95%
Average Class Size: 24
Student/Teacher Ratio: 18/1

FACULTY
Number of Faculty: 93
Average Years of Experience: 18
Bachelor’s Degrees: 31%
Master’s Degrees: 65%
Doctorates: 4%

Mathematics: Tulsee Doshi
Photography: Clark Huey
Physical Education: 
Zachary Bear and Claire Stach
Science: Catherine Son, Omar Khan
Spanish: Audrey Tran and 
Katherine Tran
Speech: Julia Christensen
Student Government: 
Ethel Stevens
Tech Theatre: Jessica Chau 
Theology: Braden Bernards
Yearbook: Kelly Strader

EDUCATOR OF THE YEAR
Ellen Berger

IGNATIAN EDUCATOR OF THE 
YEAR
Michael Benware



The Freshman Retreat Cross has the simple 
words of Ignatius of Loyola to Peter Canisius: 
“courage then courage.” The words are placed 
next to the Jesuit High School Cross to remind 
freshmen that there is nothing they will face in 
the next four years that cannot be shared with 
the Cross.

The Sophomore Overnight Retreat Cross is not worn around 
the neck although some have woven a string through it. It is 
typically placed in a pocket or a purse or a wallet to serve 
as a reminder that the love of Christ is always present. It is a 
Celtic Cross with a circle around the Cross showing that God 
surrounds all, or, in the words of St. Patrick, God is before us, 
behind us, under our feet, over our head, and all around us.

Freshman Retreat Sophomore Overnight Retreat

      90% of the class of 2011 attended the senior Pilgrimage in fall 2010          †           120 members of the class of 2011 led six junior Encounters as seniors         †         60 seniors of the class of 2011 served as Eucharistic ministers and 9 seniors served as sacristans  

The Spiritual Journey from Freshman to Senior Year



The Sophomore Overnight Retreat Cross is not worn around 
the neck although some have woven a string through it. It is 
typically placed in a pocket or a purse or a wallet to serve 
as a reminder that the love of Christ is always present. It is a 
Celtic Cross with a circle around the Cross showing that God 
surrounds all, or, in the words of St. Patrick, God is before us, 
behind us, under our feet, over our head, and all around us.

The Pilgrimage Cross is the school cross, just as 
the freshman cross is; but this time instead of 
courage, the cross is surrounded by the letters 
AMDG which shows that the cross is not only a 
point of reflection but a charge to go out of one’s 
self to spread and encourage the word and love 
of God to all people.

Junior Encounter Senior Pilgrimage

      90% of the class of 2011 attended the senior Pilgrimage in fall 2010          †           120 members of the class of 2011 led six junior Encounters as seniors         †         60 seniors of the class of 2011 served as Eucharistic ministers and 9 seniors served as sacristans  

The Junior Encounter Cross contains a corpus or the body of 
Christ (it could rightly be called a Crucifix). Without revealing 
any secrets, the Encounter Retreat asks each person to explore 
the possibility that the love of God, or the love of Christ, is much 
larger than we ever could have imagined. Ecce Lignum Crucis, 
quo salus mundi is what the Encounter Cross says—behold the 
wood of the cross on which is the salvation of the world.



senior. We experience the effects of procrastination and 
the angst and triumph of the junior paper and the senior 
project.”

Ellen’s contributions to Jesuit extend well beyond the 
library’s shelved walls. She has been on many Encounters 
and served on many committees, including the Setons, the 
young women’s faith support group on campus. And, after 
taking a parent’s suggestion to heart, Ellen was instrumental 
in establishing Chapter One, a mentoring group program 
pairing freshmen with seniors, which just completed its 
fifth year. She has added meaning to our lives.

Ellen is retiring at the end of this school year and leaves 
an indelible imprint on Jesuit High School. Her dedication 
to Jesuit High School exemplifies her call to selflessly serve 
others.  It is with great pride that we present Ellen with the 
President’s Age Quod Agis Award for 2011 in recognition of 
her dedication to Jesuit High School. 

 President’s Age Quod Agis Award
 Teri Stroschein

Jesuit High School is proud to present a second 
President’s Age Quod Agis Award to Teri Stroschein for her 
numerous years of outstanding service and commitment to 
Jesuit High School.

Teri was born and grew up in Spokane, Washington, 
with her parents and two sisters. After graduating from 
Gonzaga University in 1984, Teri taught math at Gonzaga 
Prep and earned her MBA from Gonzaga University. Wanting 
to branch out from teaching and utilize her business 
and technical skills, she worked as a computer systems 
consultant. After a lot of time spent traveling for work, Teri 
decided to take a leave of absence and volunteered for the 
Jesuit Volunteers Corps in Alaska. 

Shortly after that work concluded Teri came to Jesuit to 
teach math. Teri says the favorite part of her job is working 
with students. “I love the students and their unending 
optimism. Our students are extremely talented and willing 
to share their gifts. I can’t help but think they will continue 
to share their gifts after they graduate. That gives me hope.” 

Teri’s selfless devotion and commitment to Jesuit 
permeate her work at school. She provides invaluable and 
diverse technical assistance. Room 22 is home to not only 
Teri’s math class (she teaches everything from Algebra 
1 to Calculus), but the place where Math Club members 
convene and prepare for competitions (Teri is their advisor), 
and where much tutoring occurs. And, as many of you 
know, Teri goes well out of her way to help students who 
are struggling or need more help.

Beyond the classroom Teri has been involved in 
Christian Service immersion programs, Encounters, and has 

Graduation Awards ‘11
 President’s Age Quod Agis Award
 Ellen Berger

The motto of 
Jesuit High School is 
Age Quod Agis, “Do 
Well Whatever You 
Do.” The President’s 
Age Quod Agis Award 
recognizes individuals 
who have “done well” 
in the context of their 
association with Jesuit 
High School. This year, 
Jesuit High School is 
proud to present two 
Age Quod Agis awards 
to individuals equally 
deserving of this 

honor. One of these awards is presented to Ellen Berger.
Ellen was born and raised on Chicago’s south side and 

later married her husband, Jim, in 1967. Two of their three 
sons, Jim ’87 and Michael ’88, were born in Chicago. In 
1972, they moved to St. Charles, Illinois, where Mark ’91 
was born.

In the summer of 1982, the Bergers left their extended 
family in Chicago and moved to Portland. They ultimately 
found a new home at Jesuit High School. Ellen volunteered 
at Fir Grove elementary school from 1982-1984. She first 
became involved at Jesuit around 1984 when she helped 
recruit volunteers with fellow parent Joanne Olson. Ellen 
was a member of the Parent Board for several years, during 
which time the decision to transition to co-education was 
made.

Ellen has been a fixture in the library since she arrived at 
Jesuit. Over the last 16 years, she has developed, cultivated 
and seamlessly managed the 100+ volunteers who help 
form the lifeblood of the library and provide invaluable 
assistance to everyone at Jesuit. It was Ellen who started the 
practice of using library volunteers. Ellen’s philosophy is 
simple: “If you make it a place where people really want to 
be and find meaning in their work, that’s the answer.”  We 
want to be here Ellen.

If you ask Ellen, her favorite part of her job is the students 
and teachers. “Working with Jesuit teachers is an honor,” 
says Ellen. “They work so hard and give 100 percent to the 
students. We see so many examples of dedication: teachers 
meeting with students during their lunch break, before 
and after school. They also find time to coach, monitor 
clubs, and other activities giving students a greater sense 
of belonging to the community.” “Working in the library 
gives one a unique perspective of Jesuit life,” Ellen says. 
“We watch the hesitant freshman morph into a confident 
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participated on various committees and groups at school, 
too numerous to count. 

Teri has gracefully and humbly given all of herself to 
Jesuit High School for 13 years. She exemplifies excellence 
and the spirit of service for others in all that she does. We 
are proud to present her with the President’s Age Quod Agis 
Award for 2011.

 Fr. Pedro Arrupe, S.J. Award
 Teresa C.V. Schneider

Fr. Pedro Arrupe, 
S.J. served as Superior 
General of the 
Society of Jesus from 
1965 until 1983. 
Fr. Arrupe gave one 
of his most famous 
speeches in 1973 
when he proposed the 
educational objective 
to form “men and 
women for others.” 
Jesuit High School 
initiated the Arrupe 
Award in 1998 to 
honor and recognize 
those whose service is 

a model of what it means to be a person for others. This 
year we are pleased to present the Pedro Arrupe, S.J. Award 
to Teresa Schneider. 

Teresa was born and raised in Portland, Oregon. After 
high school, Teresa stayed in Oregon to attend college.  
Soon after college she and Joe Schneider married and started 
their family. They have three children: Matt ‘02, Patrick ‘05, 
and Sarah ‘08. Like many of their extended family, all three 
of their children are Jesuit alums.

After a short time spent in Wisconsin, the Schneiders 
returned to Portland and LaCrosse Footwear, the family 
business started by Joe’s great-grandfather in 1897. All 
three children enrolled at Cathedral School and Teresa 
passionately involved herself in volunteer work there. She 
was chair of the school’s auctions, chair and member of the 
Advisory Board, supported CYO programs, helped out with 
the school’s hot lunch and art literacy programs, and was 
on the school’s capital campaign committee. 

She has been dedicated to Jesuit since her children 
arrived. Initially, Teresa was asked to volunteer in the 
Auction office. For the past 12 years, she has served Jesuit in 
various capacities—far and wide: Auction volunteer and co-
chair, Financial Aid Board member, Parent Board member, 
Board of Trustees member, Board Vice-Chair, and incoming 
Board Chair.  She has also been a member of various Board-

assigned committees, Sponsorship Review and Interim 
Sponsorship Review Committee member, and a staunch 
supporter of the annual Food Drive. 

Teresa was also instrumental in bringing forth Jesuit’s 
first Financial Aid Luncheon. She has been a working 
member of the school’s Capital Campaign Steering 
Committee since the inception of the “Endow the Future” 
campaign which has raised almost $16 million for financial 
aid, faculty and staff development, and capital projects.

Beyond the Jesuit walls, Teresa and Joe are active in 
the Portland community, supporting St. Andrew Nativity 
School, Cathedral School and parish, Blanchet House, the 
Seminary Tea Committee, and, through Joe’s company, the 
Wounded Warrior Project. 

Why does she devote her time and talents to Jesuit 
and the Portland community? “The mission of Jesuit High 
School and all Jesuit education is so pertinent. I feel like I’ve 
received more back than I’ve given. It’s been a wonderful 
experience,” says Teresa. Both she and Joe have blessed 
Jesuit and individual students more than you will ever 
know. We are all blessed to share in their friendship and 
leadership.

In appreciation of Teresa’s outstanding commitment to 
Jesuit High School and for her dedicated service over the 
past 12 years, we are proud to present her with the Pedro 
Arrupe, S.J. Award for 2011.

 Alumnus of the Year Award
 Michael Pranger ‘74

Each year, 
Jesuit High School 
presents the Alumnus 
or Alumna of the 
Year Award to an 
individual whose 
actions and deeds 
represent the values of 
Jesuit High School as 
found in the Profile of 
the Jesuit Graduate at 
Graduation: Open to 
Growth, Intellectually 
Competent, Loving, 
Religious, and 
Committed to Doing 
Justice. This year, 

Jesuit High School is proud to present two Alumni of the 
Year awards, one of which is presented to Michael Gerard 
Pranger ‘74. 

An interesting fact: Michael was born in the same 
month that Jesuit High School first opened its doors. 
Michael’s dedication to service started early during his 
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teenage years. After college, Michael and his wife, Leslie, 
married, settled in Hillsboro, and raised four children all 
of whom graduated from Jesuit (Adam ‘98, Heather ‘00, 
Rachel ‘02, and Meghan ‘08). Michael was an involved 
parent and has held leadership roles in Boy Scout, coached 
CYO volleyball, and worked with the Parents’ Club for 
several gymnastics teams. Michael served on St. Matthew’s 
Grade School Advisory Council and helped at his parish 
church, St. Matthew’s. 

When his children started attending Jesuit, Michael 
joined Jesuit’s original Alumni Council and began 
participating in the annual Phonathon. For many of 
the last 16 years, he has worked tirelessly with the 
Development Office to lead the Alumni Leadership 
Team. Three years ago he joined Jesuit’s new National 
Alumni Board. He’s an active member of the Alumni 
Communications Committee and works with the 
Development Office to improve ways to reach out to 
alumni and cultivate lasting relationships. Michael says, 
“It’s a real joy to rub elbows with so many of the people 
committed to ensuring that Jesuit and its legacy are secure 
now and forever.” 

Michael is also a regular participant in Jesuit’s Career 
Day. “Participating in Career Day makes me feel really 
good, knowing that something I’ve shared is shaping 
how students view the world,” says Michael. He also likes 
working on the Alumni Food Drive. “I feel great pride 
when I wear my Jesuit jacket and hat in December and 
help deliver boxes during the Christmas Food Drive,” says 
Michael. “I want people to know that Jesuit cares and is 
doing what it can to make a difference.” 

For his life of service and his desire to make a real 
difference in his community and our school, Jesuit High 
School is proud to present the 2011 Alumnus of the Year 
Award to Michael Pranger.

 Alumna of the Year Award
 Megan McAninch ‘07

This year, Jesuit High School is proud to present a 
second alumni award, the Alumna of the Year Award, to 
Megan McAninch ‘07.

Although Megan graduated from Jesuit only four years 
ago, her impact on the world has been tangible and far-
reaching. 

Her passion for social work started early when 
she and her mother delivered meals to people in need 
through the Meals on Wheels program. Megan also 
credits her Christian Service work for shaping the path of 
humanitarianism her life has taken. It was during Megan’s 
immersion trip to New Orleans when she first worked 
with Medical Teams International (MTI), a Christian 
global health organization that aids and facilitates 

lasting solutions for 
communities affected 
by disaster, conflict, 
and poverty. 

Two weeks before 
Megan’s graduation 
from Jesuit, MTI called 
and asked if she would 
be willing to travel to 
Uganda for part of the 
summer. A few weeks 
after graduating, 
Megan was on a plane. 
During her six weeks 
in Uganda, Megan’s 
life was irrevocably 
changed as she 
assisted the local population with health and sanitation 
issues, provided medical care for internationally displaced 
persons, assisted with the formation and implementation 
of the Ogur Youth Centre and its programs, developed 
health awareness and sanitation curriculum for local 
children, lived in the locals’ huts. It was there that she 
made relationships that continue today. 

Despite a full course load at USC, Megan found time 
to volunteer in Chad, where she performed medical 
translation, mobilized the local community for a national 
polio vaccination campaign, and observed TB medication 
distribution. Last spring Megan interned with the 
International Committee of the Red Cross in Geneva, 
Switzerland and gained invaluable experience with civilian 
protection programs. 

Since January 2011, Megan has interned for The Global 
Poverty Project in El Segundo, California, and, together 
with the CEO and founder, recently made a powerful 
presentation to Jesuit’s student body about global poverty 
called “1.4 Billion Reasons.” Megan also serves as the 
United States national coordinator for It’sOneHumanity 
and this month will present at the Aid and International 
Development Forum in Washington, D.C. 

This spring, Megan graduated from USC magna cum 
laude with a Bachelor of Science, Health Promotion and 
Disease Prevention and a minor in international relations. 
Megan will travel to Uganda this summer for her eighth 
trip. When asked why she returns to Uganda time and 
time again, Megan says, “I grew up a lot in Uganda because 
I had to…it’s my heartland. Going back means a lot to the 
local population—it shows them that it’s not just another 
empty promise from a Westerner.” 

Megan has been accepted into the London School of 
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine—one of the youngest to 
have done so—which she will attend in the fall. Megan 
emphasizes that, “Philanthropy isn’t about throwing 
money at charities. At its root, ‘philanthropy’ is a love of 

Graduation Awards ‘11
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humanity, a love of humankind—a detail that is far too 
often forgotten.”

For her dedication to making a difference in this world 
and her strong commitment to live a life that matters and 
has meaning for herself and others, Jesuit High School is 
proud to present the 2011 Alumna of the Year Award to 
Megan McAninch.

 St. Peter Canisius Award
 Mike and Laurie Kelley

St. Peter 
Canisius, S.J. is the 
patron saint of Jesuit 
High School. A 
contemporary of St. 
Ignatius of Loyola, 
he was a famous 
scholar, preacher, 
writer, and teacher. 
The Catholic Church 
canonized him in 
1925. The Canisius 
Award is Jesuit 
High School’s most 
prestigious honor. 
This year we are 
pleased to present 
this award to Mike 
and Laurie Kelley.

Mike was born and raised in Spokane, Washington. After 
graduating from Gonzaga Prep, he obtained his bachelor’s 
degree in political science and history from Carroll College 
and his law degree from Notre Dame Law School. Mike has 
been an attorney at Haglund Kelley Jones & Wilder since 
1988.

Laurie was raised in Tampa, Florida. She graduated from 
Tampa Catholic High School and her bachelor’s degree in 
accounting and her MBA, both from the Notre Dame. Laurie 
is Chief Marketing Officer at the University of Portland, 
where she oversees all facets of the university’s marketing 
and communication efforts.

Mike and Laurie have four children: Jesuit alums Ross 
‘06 and Erin ‘08, and future alums Catherine ‘12 and 
Caroline ‘17. Mike remembers touring the campus with the 
then new President, Fr. Bill Hayes, S.J., in 1984. Mike and 
his family are still here…and so is Fr. Hayes. We are blessed! 
Mike says, “Jesuit greatly benefited our children and I am 
happy to try and give something back to the school.”

Mike is currently Chair of the Board of Trustees and 
will return for his seventh year on the board. Beyond all 
the responsibilities as a Board member, Mike has selflessly 
served the school as “general counsel” for the past six years, 
providing critical legal advice and expertise. There is no 

way a few short words can express the impact Mike has had 
on both the mission and health of the school. He has had 
that much of role on where our school is today.

Laurie’s contributions to Jesuit focus on what she does 
best: communications. She has been a member of the 
Communications Committee since 2009 and the Chair 
for the last year, providing invaluable assistance in the 
field of marketing and communications. She has served on 
the Financial Aid Luncheon Committee as well as various 
committees and activities at Jesuit. 

Outside of Jesuit, Mike and Laurie’s contributions 
to community organizations are wide-ranging. They are 
avid supporters and parents of their local parish and its 
school. They support CYO Athletics—whether coaching 
teams or serving on the various Boards. Mike was on the 
Lifeworks NW Board and Laurie has been on the Board 
of the Children’s Cancer Association. In 2008 Laurie was 
the first female member elected to serve on the Blanchet 
House of Hospitality Board of Directors. Mike and Laurie 
also support Catholic Charities, St. Andrew Nativity School, 
De La Salle North Catholic, Carroll College, Gonzaga Prep 
High School, and the University of Portland.

For their dedication to this school, for their continued 
support and prayers, and for all they have done for Jesuit 
High School and the broader community, we are proud to 
honor Mike and Laurie Kelley with the St. Peter Canisius 
Award for 2011.
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Jennifer Adams  •  Athletic Trainer, Jesuit High School
Ike Anunciado  •  Owner and Clinical Director, 
 360 Physical Therapy 
Lisa Bunn ‘06  •  Project Engineer, Skanska
Amanda Case ‘02  •  Teacher, Jesuit High School
Mary Casey  •  Campaign Coordinator, Blanchet House
Emily Casey ‘03  •  Grad Student, Lewis and Clark College
Craig Cooley  •  Retired Realtor/Broker, Prudential
Marc Desrosiers ‘84  •  Sales, St. Jude Medical
 Neuromodulation
Dennis Doherty ‘66  •  Retired Sr. Vice President, 
 JBL&K Insurance
Ted Ferguson ‘87  •  Wrenn/Ferguson Group, 
 UBS Financial Services, Inc.
Dennis Ferguson  •  President, JBL&K Insurance
Bart Ferguson ‘84  •  Manager of Trauma, Zimmer Northwest
Gavin Fiske  •  Principle Designer, A Troy Group
Matt Floberg ‘99  •  Merrill Lynch
Maurice Fykes  •  Artist and Former Art Teacher, 
 Jesuit High School
Stu Gerrish ‘96  •  Canary Marketing
Kat Gerrish  •  Canary Marketing
Gina Gladstone  •  Speech-Language Pathologist,
 The Children’s Hospital at Legacy Emanuel
Dr. Sarah Green ‘99  •  Chief Resident, Pediatrics
Neil Grubb  •  CEO/President, LCW Wireless 

Les Harrison  •  Owner, Showtime Athletics
Larry Jackson ‘86  •  Business/Finance Coach
Dave Kalez ‘77  •  Managing Director Investment Banking,  

 PacificCrest
John Kennedy ‘86  •  President, 
 Pacific Real Estate Investments LLC
Mark Kreutzer ‘77  •  Retired Captain, 
 Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue
Josef Kuehnast ‘97  •  Firefighter, Portland Fire Bureau
Jason Larson  •  Chief Strategy Officer, 
 The PREM Group Companies
Dr. Dave McBride ‘76  •  Optometrist, McBride Vision Clinic
Dr. Jen Mlnarik ND  •  Naturopathic Physician 
Jessica Morkert  •  Reporter, KOIN 6 News
Doug Naimo ‘82  •  Triggerfinger Software, Inc.
Megan Nugent ‘01  •  Wieden and Kennedy
Michael O’Loughlin ‘80  •  Blue Ocean Events
Mike Pranger ‘74  •  Engineer, Freightliner
Jenny Siller  •  Speech Pathologist Intern, Hillsboro SD
Dr. Mike Skokan ‘84  •  Physician, The Oregon Clinic
Scott Trotter  •  IT Consultant
Buddy Ullman  •  Professor of Biochemistry 
 & Molecular Biology, OHSU
Michael  Washington ‘80  •  Sr. Asst. Attorney General,  

 Dept. of Justice Appellate Division
George Weatheroy ‘75  •  Portland Police
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CAREER DAY 2011 
speakers share career Experiences with jhs students 

Career Day 2011 took place on February 8. Jesuit High 
School was blessed with 40 amazing presenters who spent 
the morning with our junior class. Our presenters each 
carry a love for Jesuit, as an alum—as a past parent, or 
as a member of our extended Jesuit community. Along 
with their stories, each presenter brought a special gift in 
their time and talent. The students enjoyed hearing about 
different categories of industry. The luncheon after the 
presentations was a great networking experience for all. 

I want to thank the following for being a part of a special 
morning. You made the day inspiring for our students 
and it was a great way for them to gain knowledge about 
future career paths. The following page contains profiles 
of four of our newest presenters.

Our next Career Day is February 14, 2012. Please 
contact Kathy Baarts, Alumni Director, at kbaarts@
jesuitportland.org or 503-519-6844 if you are interested in 
participating.

Thank You to Our 2011 Career Day Presenters!



1998
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CAREER DAY 2011 
speakers share career Experiences with jhs students 

SARAH 
GREEN ‘99

Education: University 
of Notre Dame, Degree 
in Anthropology and Pre-
Professional Studies (pre-
med) 

occupation: Chief 
Resident, Pediatrics

her Words: Being a 
pediatrician obligates one 

to regularly face the fact that children get sick. There is 
no justice in this, no explanation that ever negates the 
heartbreak and sorrow that accompanies an ill or dying 
child. I think you need some kind of background for this, 
some place where you can draw strength, and mine comes 
from a mix of faith and people I can fall back on. Jesuit 
taught me that as a privileged person, blessed with health, 
wonderful family and friends, and ample opportunities, I 
have a consequent responsibility to spend my life helping as 
best I can. If I can work, each day, to act with compassion, 
to listen carefully, to advocate when necessary—to do 
whatever it takes to take the best care of my patients and 
their families—I will have begun to live out the JHS mission.

chief resident, Pediatrics

MARK 
KREUTZER ‘77

Education: Associates Degree 
in Fire Science, Portland 
Community College (1979); 
Paramedic Certification (1980)  

occupation: Retired Captain, 
Tualatin Valley Fire and Rescue

his Words: There is no 
typical day in the fire service. 
We respond to everything, 

including hostile fires, medical emergencies, auto accidents, 
even trees that fell into houses. The best way to describe what 
we do is that we try to organize chaos. Many times what we 
think we will find is completely different then what we actually 
find. I try to give back at every chance. I volunteered at MDA 
camp for over 20 years, help with the Jesuit food drive at 
Christmas, and donate raft trips to local charity events. I am on 
the Board of Directors for a Fire District and the president of a 
national organization that represents elected fire officials.

I cannot think of a better career than the fire service. For 30 
years I was able to live and work my dream job. Every day 
when I went to work, I thought, wow, I have the best job in the 
world and they pay me to do it. I definitely can say that I did 
what I loved and loved what I did.

retired captain, tualatin Valley fire and rescue

MEGAN
NUGENT ‘01

Education: Majored in 
Journalism and Political Science 
at University of Oregon

occupation: Account 
Services, Wieden + Kennedy

her Words: Fortunately (and 
unfortunately), there isn’t a 
typical day in advertising. You 
never know when your “easy 

day” will take a turn, and you’ll end up hastily packing and 
running to the airport or working until the middle of the night 
on a project. It’s crazy, but it’s also really fun and you will 
never be bored. All my work is really collaborative, so I spend 
a lot of time in meetings and on the phone. I send and receive 
hundreds of e-mails a day. But I also bring my dog to work, 
wear jeans and Nikes, and play ping pong in the office at 
least three times a week. It’s totally crazy, but this is probably 
the most fun job in the world.  

I try to always approach people and problems with love and 
understanding in my heart. Advertising is a very collaborative 
and dynamic process, so you spend a LOT of time under 
stressful conditions with your coworkers. It’s easy to lose 
your patience and get frustrated, so it’s important to make a 
concerted effort to treat others as you would like to be treated.  
Even at 3:00 in the morning. 

Account services, Wieden + kennedy

LARRY 
JACKSON ‘86

Education: BA (Finance 
and Marketing), Oregon State 
University (1990)

occupation: Chief 
Operating Officer, The Prem 
Group; Business Finance Coach

his Words: I am 
responsible for the daily 
operations of three of Prem 

Companies, The Prem Group, Thrive, and SW Merp.  
This involves the management of several residential and 
commercial properties in Portland and Seattle. Additionally, 
as a Business Finance Coach, I have four owners of 
companies as my clients. One of the greatest challenges in 
my job is that it is continual problem solving. No one ever 
calls to say “good job.” It is a work in progress and I like to 
think of it as continual progress, not perfection. Change is 
inevitable but I work on making things better daily.

If I could do any job in the world, I would definitely do this 
one! It is my passion to impact people and their mindsets. 
I believe you are doing well and are in the right job when 
you can’t tell the difference between work and play. That is 
what I strive for in my career.

chief operating officer, the Prem Group, Business finance coach



Several Career Day 2011 presenters 
provided the following sage advice to our 
students and recent graduates as well as 
alumni entering the job market.

  

Career (and Life!) Advice
“Meet as many people as you can, 

don’t declare a major too soon, and 
have fun in college.”

Kat Gerrish
Sister of Stu Gerrish ‘96

“Work hard and be enthusiastic. 
This is a very competitive world, and 
the spoils belong to those who work 
hardest and perform the best. Do not 
be satisfied by mediocrity. And treat 
everyone with dignity and respect.” 

Buddy Ullman
Parent of Shaundra ‘10

“A person’s worth in life should 
not be judged by their financial 
portfolio or their social status, but 
rather by their impact on making a 
better world by starting in their own 
backyard. The ultimate goal for a 
career is to ‘love what you do and do 
what you love.’”

Mark Kreutzer ‘77

“My advice is this: 1) Study hard 
and get the best education you can 
receive. At Jesuit, you are off to a 
great start! 2) Choose a field you are 
passionate about. 3) Work hard. 4) 
Continually try to improve and get 
better in your field through continuing 
education and  seminars, etc., so that 
you can be the best that you can be. 5) 
Don’t forget to give back.”

Craig Cooley
Parent of Aaron ‘94 and Chad ‘96

“Always enjoy what you do. Find 
something challenging but enjoy the 
challenge as well. Find something that 
you are passionate about. Hopefully, 
you can do it for your job, but if not, 
at least do what you are passionate 
about as a hobby.”

Bart Ferguson ‘84 

“Keep working hard. Always 
remember faith first.  What you learn 
at JHS is how to lead an ethical life.  
Carry that through to your career.”

Doug Naimo ‘82

“Persevere in your effort to find a 
career that fuels your passion and you 
will rarely feel it’s ‘just a job.’ Use every 
social network connection at your 
disposal to share what you’re seeking 
in a career. As a college junior, my 
parents encouraged me to apply for 
an internship, but the economy was 
so poor in 1976 that I had to return to 
my minimum wage summer job. The 
following summer, I applied again 
and that summer’s internship allowed 
me to gain invaluable experience 
as a soon-to-be engineer. Once I 
graduated in 1978, with the economy 
recovering, I found my niche and 
have been working as an engineer the 
past 33 years for Daimler.”

Mike Pranger ‘74
Parent of Adam ‘98, Heather ‘00, 
Rachel ‘02, and Meghan ‘08

“My advice is get a job. Any job. 
And do the best you can because you 
do not know who is watching. No job 
is too small and every job comes with 
opportunities.”

Michael O’Loughlin ‘80
Parent of Meghan ‘05, Tyler ‘07, 
Jared ‘09, and Mackenzie ‘15

“As I think about advice for our 
graduates, I recall John’s message 
at this year’s Baccalaureate Mass. 
He spoke about the importance 
of gratitude vs. entitlement. All of 
our opportunities, our teachers and 
mentors, the support and sacrifice 
from family, our friends, everything 
are gifts from God. I believe that if we 
all remember that nothing is owed to 
us then we can spend our time and 
efforts working hard, doing the right 
thing, giving thanks, and making the 
world a better place.”

Gina Gladstone

“Where you go to school isn’t 
nearly as important as what you do 
while you’re there.  Take opportunities 
to grow and learn beyond the standard 
curriculum. Also, take some really 
fun electives; I highly recommend 
something like rock climbing to help 
you keep your academic life in balance.  
Also, study abroad! The workforce 
is increasingly multilingual, so the 
more multicultural and multilingual 
experience you have, the better off 
you’ll be.”

Emily (Casey) Keller ‘03

“Set yourself up for success. Be 
honest with yourself about your 
strengths and weaknesses. Work with 
integrity. Don’t be afraid to work to 
your potential; if it were easy, everyone 
would do it. Chase your dream job, 
not dollar bills. And always remember: 
Fortune favors the prepared!” 

Josef Kuehnast ‘97
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CAREER DAY 2012
February 14, 2012

We need you!
Do you want to be a presenter 

in your area of expertise?
Contact us at 503-291-5414

 or e-mail: 
kbaarts@jesuitportland.org

www.jesuitportland.org



in Memoriam
Jesuit High School 
Alumni
Kyle Bach ’90    5/18/11

James W. Clark ’69    6/16/11

Hugh J. McDonnell ’64  4/7/11 

Paul J. Anctil  3/23/11 
Father of Michael ‘75, Thomas ‘78 
and David ‘80; Grandfather to 
Veronica ‘04, Cassandra ‘11, Gabriella, 
Mitchell ‘12, and Zachary ‘14

Donald H. Bassist  11/3/10 
Father of Matthew ‘86

William Bray  3/18/11 
Father of Elizabeth ‘99, Kristi ‘02 
and Daniel ‘04

James W. Ballin  4/19/11 
Father of Jonathan ‘88

Mary Clark  6/24/11 
Stepmother of Mike Clark ‘68; 
Step-grandmother of Brett Beber ‘93;
Generous Benefactor and Friend of JHS

Marie Carita Corti  3/12/10 
Mother of Tom ‘73 and Bill ‘75

George N. Corti, MD  9/3/10 
Father of Tom ‘73 and Bill ‘75

Thomas Edward Hulme  2/13/11 
Father of Ajay ‘96, Amit ‘98 
and Anil ‘00

Richard P. Hunnicutt  4/29/11 
Father of Geoff (JHS faculty member);
Grandfather to Richard ‘12

Joe Lagozzino  12/31/10 
Father of Stephen ‘66 and Chris ‘68

Russell R. Niehaus  4/15/11 
Father of Robert ‘73

John Majesi Wanjala             4/24/11 
Father of Lisa ‘99, John-Ken ‘00 
and Evelyne ‘10

Samuel C. Wheeler             4/23/11 
Grandfather of Jack ‘06, Sarah ‘08
and Coleman ‘12; Generous Benefactor 
and Friend of JHS

Friends, Family, Faculty
& Staff of JHS
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The Jesuit High School community joins in prayerful remembrance of those who have 
died. May the family and friends of those who are no longer with us in body be held 
in our prayers and hearts, and may the departed rest in eternal peace with God.

This is the deceased list as we know it from January 25, 2011 
through June 30, 2011. Relationships listed are Jesuit ties 
only within the deceased’s immediate family. We apologize 
for any omission and ask that you please notify Kathy Baarts 
at (503) 291-5414 or e-mail kbaarts@jesuitportland.org.

Buy “Honoring the Tradition”
Fifty Years of Jesuit High School

Fr. Larry Robinson, 
S.J., has written a 
compelling history of 
Jesuit High School, 
Portland, from its 
founding over fifty 
years ago to its current 
high-profile and 
widely recognized 
level of excellence. 

Replete with well-
researched details and anecdotes, containing numerous 
photographs, this attractive, hardbound, 192-page volume 
represents the definitive history of a proud and remarkable 
institution.

To purchase, visit: http://spiritstore.jesuitportland.
org, stop by the Spirit Store, or complete the form below 
and mail it to Jesuit High School, 9000 SW Beaverton-
Hillsdale Hwy., Portland, OR 97225.

Name: ______________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________ 

City: _______________________________________________

State: ______________ Zip Code: _______________________

E-Mail Address: ______________________________________ 

Number of books @ $25/copy: ________________________

Check one box below and total your charges:

 I wish to pick up my book at the JHS Spirit Store

 Please mail me my cop(ies) at $5 shipping per book
 Shipping charges ($5/copy): _________________

  
Total charges: ______________________

Make check payable to Jesuit High School. 
E-mail questions to: spiritstore@jesuitportland.org 

or call (503) 291-5461. 

Books can also be purchased online 
http://spiritstore.jesuitportland.org



Alumni Profiles 
three jhs Alums make a difference through 
non-Profit WPiG (Pronounced “Wee Pig”)
By kAthy BAArts, jhs Alumni dirEctor

One of the many things that 
makes Jesuit special is the experience 
of learning to look beyond ourselves 
and focus on others. This foundation 
is laid through Christian Service and 
Peace and Justice Class. Christian 
Service places students outside of their 
comfort zone to work with people 
living on the margins of society. Peace 
and Justice helps students explore 
how society does and doesn’t take 
care of its most vulnerable members 
as well as realizing the part we play 
in this world. With these shared 
experiences, three alums have utilized 
this foundation to continue reaching 
out to others, specifically women and 
children.

Meghan ‘01
Meghan Malone Farragher ’01 

attended the University of San Diego, 
majoring in communications with 
an emphasis on speech and media. 

In addition, Meghan earned a minor 
in Leadership and pursued her CNP 
(certified non-profit professional) 
status. Meghan credits Jesuit with 
teaching her to become a woman 
for others. “It’s like catching a bug; 
once you get it, it never leaves you; 
it’s a tremendous gift.” Meghan 
participated in internships, including 
assisting in event planning for the 
Arthritis Foundation, serving as a 
Resident Assistant at University of 
San Diego, and teaching preschool 
for U.S. military bases in Germany 
and in Italy. In between the two trips 
to Italy, Meghan went to Ireland and 
worked for six months. Currently, 
Meghan works in Seattle at The Blume 
Company, a real estate development 
company. 

Katie ‘00
Katie Patchin ’00 has always 

wanted to serve more as a result of 

her community service at Camp 
Easter Seals and her Peace and Justice 
class. She vividly remembers the 
homeless man who spoke in her 
Peace and Justice class about people 
spitting on him and how he valued 
something so simple: a smile. After 
Jesuit, Katie attended the University 
of Washington and graduated in 
2004 with a degree in Sociology. She 
interned at Echo Glen, a juvenile 
detention center, working with a 
group of girls with mental health 
challenges. Even after moving to 
New York for a year, the girls who she 
worked with continued to write her, 
missing her at Echo Glen. After taking 
a job at a commercial real estate firm, 
Washington Partners, for three years, 
Katie now works at Schnitzer, a real 
estate and development company, as 
an Assistant Investment Manager. 

Becka ‘00
Becka Hardy ’00 graduated from 

Gonzaga in 2004 with a degree in 
Exercise Science. After moving to 
Seattle, she took a job at a physical 
therapy clinic and then went into 
human resources. Becka decided 
to take a year to travel through 
Southeast Asia, beat her marathon 
time, and get into graduate school. 
She is currently attending Seattle 
University working on her Master’s in 
Sports Administration. Additionally, 
she is working in sales for the Seattle 
Storm and beginning an internship 
with the Tyee Club at the University 
of Washington. 

Beginnings
In January of 2008, Meghan was 

formulating some thoughts about 
what she wanted to do. She was young 
and just coming into making her own 
money. Then it dawned on her: “Why 
not create an investment group, 
where young women could learn 
about investing and serve charities 
through their time, talent, and the 
treasures that were a result of their 
investments?” Meghan successfully 
recruited five of her friends—all with 
dynamic personalities and different 
strengths—to join in her vision. 
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meghan malone farragher ‘01 and katie Patchin ‘00 are founding members of WPiG, a non-profit 
organization in seattle dedicated to serving the needs of women and children. fellow alumna Becka 
hardy ‘00 (right) recently became a member of the growing non-profit.



WPIG, pronounced “wee pig,” 
stands for Women’s Philanthropic 
Investment Group. Their mission 
is to help women and children 
with their basic needs—emotional, 
developmental and physical—to get 
them to a place of self-sufficiency. 
They work toward their goals through 
smart investment practices, donations, 
volunteering and their annual event. 
WPIG has gone from six members to 
sixteen members in three years and is 
looking to expand their group with 
members’ gifts in technology, social 
media, law, and diversity. Currently, 
there is a Board, including President, 
VP, Secretary, Treasurer and three 
members at large, and there are seven 
standing committees: philanthropy, 
events, marketing, recruitment, 
administrative, finance, and social. 

A Non-Profit is Launched
It was a historic day for WPIG 

on March 28, 2011 as they received 
IRS approval to be recognized as 
a 501 (c)(3) exempt organization 
(effective April 29, 2010). Andy Aley 
of Garvey Schubert Barer Law Firm 
worked with WPIG by donating his 
time and legal expertise and seeing 
this process through to completion. 
WPIG (now officially known as WPIG 
of Seattle) is incorporated in the 
State of Washington as a non-profit 
organization and is registered with 
the Washington Secretary of State as a 
Charitable Solicitations Fund.

WPIG meets monthly to discuss 
the annual charity, quarterly volunteer 

opportunities, and collect dues. Dues 
are all invested to benefit designated 
charities. WPIG starts the year off by 
presenting charities, both national 
and international. Every member has 
ownership in the process and it is 
“amazing to see people so passionate in 
their selling of the charity. At the end 
of the process, it is easy to see which 
group will be supported for the year.” 
The group designates one charity 
for their WPIG annual beneficiary. 
Their annual beneficiary, if local, 
receives volunteer time in addition to 
philanthropic donations. The annual 
event earnings are split 50/50 between 
WPIG’s current beneficiary and future 
charities. 

WPIG’s charity for 2010 and 2011 
is Ryther Child Center, an organization 
providing services to foster children, in 
addition to offering safe places where 
children, youth and families can heal 
and grow to their highest potential. 
Prior to Ryther, WPIG’s charity in 
2009 was the “Give to Asia” Bill and 
Pat Bali Fund, wherein proceeds went 
to a scholarship fund to help girls in 
Bali pursue education beyond high 
school. WPIG also sponsored a young 
girl at the Untal-Untal orphanage, 
Amelia Febrina Merry Bogia, to help 
financially as she pursued becoming 
a teacher. In 2008, the charity was 
the YWCA, in which the women of 
WPIG canvassed food and also gave a 
portion of their charity event to the 
YWCA food bank. 

In addition to their focused 
charities, WPIG has helped other 

agencies in the community through 
their quarterly volunteer efforts. All of 
these agencies align with the mission 
to help the women and children of 
the broader community. 

It is easy to see the passion 
that is present within the members 
of WPIG. Katie loves giving back 
through her volunteering. “It feels 
good to have the giving come full 
circle with all of the blessings in my 
life.” Meghan values the educational 
piece of the organization, working on 
best practices and continual learning. 
Becka enjoys the balance that WPIG 
brings with work and volunteerism as 
well as the inspiration of the WPIG 
members.  

The vision of WPIG is to expand, 
possibly in Portland, and to bring 
the bright alumnae of Jesuit into the 
family, expanding the role of women 
for others. These three women, along 
with the other members of WPIG, 
are touching lives and truly making 
a difference in the Seattle community 
and beyond.
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katie found time to paint at ryther child center, WPiG’s adopted charity for 
2010 and 2011.

WPiG members regularly volunteer at ryther child center, an organization 
providing services to foster children.

WPiG mission: WPIG is committed to serving the 
emotional, developmental and physical needs of 
women and children by contributing philanthropic 
donations, time and energy. Our intent is to help 
women and children move from places of need to 
self sufficiency and stability. 
hybrid ~ Think service group meets investment 
group. Now, consider our intelligence, youth, and 
our ability to serve the future!

WPIG’s logo was designed by Andy Patchin ‘03



1964
Mark R. Smith retired as of 

January 1, 2011.

1971

Rick Angelo will begin serving 
his one-year term as President of 
the Arthroscopy Association of 
North America in April, 2011. His 
practice, located outside of Seattle in 
Kirkland, Washington, specializes in 
Arthroscopy and Sports Medicine.

1972
Joseph Garcia is enjoying his 

two grandchildren, Ana Maria (8) and 
Shawn, Jr. (6). He recently watched 
them smile (and wave!) as they left 
him in their dust at a jog-a-thon.

1974
John Meagher was awarded the 

Oregon Stater Award for outstanding 
engineering and career achievement 
from Oregon State University this 
spring. He lives in Huntington Beach, 
California, and is the Vice President 
and Division Manager for Traylor 
Brothers, Inc. in Southern California.  
He is married to Shaun Roddy Meagher 
and has three children, Kevin, Ann 
and Michael. 

1981
Pete Malen Jr. has been elected 

to the board of directors of Workman 
Nydegger PC, an intellectual property 
law firm with offices in Salt Lake City, 
Utah, and Orange County, California.

loan portfolio for BBVA Compass 
Bank. His wife and three wonderful 
children are enjoying their fifth year 
in sunny Mesa, Arizona. They miss 
the people of the great Northwest but 
not the rain.

1995

Martin Young recently moved 
back to Lafayette, California (Bay 
Area) from Newport Beach. He and his 
wife, Alanna, have a ten-month-old 
baby boy, Cash Carter Young. Marty is 
a National Sales Manager for Safeway  
(Bacardi USA). Alanna is the National 
Director of Research for Hanley Wood 
Market Intelligence.

1996
Renee (Schreck) Lara graduated 

with a BS in psychology and 
international entrepreneurial business 
concentrate. She then studied design 
at the Art Institute of Portland and 
has been the Wardrobe Stylist for 
Anthropologie for the past four years. 

1982
Last fall, Paul Schneider began 

a two-year term as the president 
of the Maine Association of Nurse 
Anesthetists.

1983

Douglas Wasko entered IBM via 
the acquisition of Sequent Computer 
Systems, Inc. in April 1, 2000. He 
started in the services organization, 
transitioned into various software 
engineering leadership roles, and was 
promoted to Director of IBM’s Linux 
Technology Center in December 2010. 
He currently manages teams across 
Europe, China, India, Brazil, Ecuador, 
and the United States. Douglas thinks 
the two classes from his years at Jesuit 
that had the greatest impact on his 
career were English and Faith and 
Prayer. 

1988
Rene Ferran started his new job 

with Yahoo! in Hillsboro, Oregon, on 
May 31. He had been looking for work 
for 11 months.

1992
After six years with Amazon.com 

in Seattle, Land Anderson accepted 
a two year international assignment 
with Amazon.de in Munich, Germany. 
He was recently engaged to Milena 
Saboya of Bogota, Colombia.

1994
Michael Henry recently accepted 

a Vice President position monitoring 
and managing the western commercial 

Class Notes
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1998
Meghan Arnold decided it was 

time to return to the West Coast after 
spending 12 years in Milwaukee. 
Thanks to the networking help of 
fellow Class of 1998 alumna, Mary 
Ann Brennan, she landed in San 
Francisco as the Communications 
Manager at FontShop, an online 
distributor of digital type.

1999

Kendra Butler Lacroix and 
her husband, Florent, are excited 
to announce the birth of daughter 
Lisette Elise on August 22, 2010.

Kate (Murray) Dunn was 
inducted into Loyola Marymount 
University’s Hall of Fame in January 
2011. She is the fourth LMU women’s 
basketball player to enter the LMU 
Hall of Fame. Kate led the LMU Lions 
to the 2003-04 WCC Championship 
and a school-record 24 victories that 
season. 

2000

Heather (Pranger) De Nault and 
her husband, Bodey, welcomed their 
second daughter, Olivia Morgan, 
on February 16, 2011. She is such a 

lovable addition to their home and 
lives. Her big sister, Cristabel, is sweet 
to her.  She wonders where she is when 
she doesn’t see her, wants to play with 
her and always gives her a kiss and 
cheek graze (her tender hug) before 
going to sleep. She loves to smile and 
brighten their days!  

Robert Hammond, Erik Lewis 
and Reed Rademaker graduated with 
MBAs from the Foster School at the 
University of Washington in June 
2011. After graduation, Reed moved 
back to Portland. Rob stayed in Seattle 
and started a position at Amazon in 
July 2011.

Amber (Sawyer) Morrison and 
her husband, Randy, welcomed a baby 
boy, Owen Sawyer Morrison, on April 
30, 2011. They are thrilled with their 
new addition!

Marianna Thielen, a professional 
songwriter and performer throughout 
the Northwest, was recently selected to 
attend the Johnny Mercer Songwriters 
Project. Hosted at Northwestern 
University in Evanston, Illinois and 
featuring master teachers including 
Broadway composer, Andrew Lippa, 
the project is a week-long writing 
intensive culminating in a showcase 

She currently owns her own business, 
Renee Lara Style. She married her 
husband and best friend, Rodrigo Lara, 
in October 2006. They have a two-
year-old son and recently welcomed a 
new baby boy.

After finishing his MBA at the 
University of Texas in May 2010, Travis 
Preece began working for Shell Oil in 
a strategy advisor position within the 
global commercial division.  He spent 
six months in London, England, and 
is currently based in Houston, Texas.

1997

Jeffrey Nichols and his wife, 
Jen, celebrated their son Jack’s first 
birthday on November 27, 2010. They 
have been married for four years and 
live in Beaverton, Oregon. Jen works 
for an investment consulting firm, 
and Jeffrey teaches various science 
classes and coaches cross country and 
track.
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After spending one year in the 
Jesuit Volunteer Corps in Washington, 
D.C., Patrick Manning moved to 
Wausau, Wisconsin to work as a 
news reporter at WAOW-TV, an ABC 
affiliate. He recently relocated to El 
Paso, Texas, where he is reporting for 
Fox News Channel.

Kate Neary met the love of her 
life in college. Her fiance, Jimmy, 
proposed November 5, and they are 
getting married February 2012. Jimmy 
is a commercial fisherman/electrical 
engineer. They live in Anchorage, 
Alaska, but they will get married in 
Portland, Oregon.

2006

Meghan (Gonyea) Madden got 
engaged on Easter 2011 in Austin, 
Texas, on the Ladybird Lake. Her 
fiance, Austin Woody, is from Texas 
and is currently getting his Masters 
in Global Policy Studies at University 
of Texas at Austin. They are getting 
married at the Mission Church at 
Santa Clara University, where they 
met.

They purchased their house in October 
2010 and have been enjoying home 
improvement projects ever since. 

Elizabeth Brands was recently 
hired as a Senior Program Director for 
Education for the Tulsa Community 
Foundation, the largest non-profit 
community Foundation in the U.S. 

Kyle Carter, his wife, Nikki, and 
their daughter, Elise, are expecting the 
newest member of their family this 
coming September, McKinley Cole.

2005

Erin Brunton graduated from 
Oregon State University in 2009 with a 
degree in Exercise and Sports Science.  
She coached women’s JV basketball 
at Summit High School in Bend (‘09-
’10 season) and is currently coaching 
women’s JV basketball at Sunset High 
School in Beaverton as well as working 
at Starbucks. She spent this past April 
and May volunteering at Amani Baby 
Cottage orphanage in Jinja, Uganda, 
where she had volunteered during the 
summer of 2008.

Tyler Craven (son of Pete Craven 
‘74) graduated from Creighton 
University with a biology degree in 
2009. He traveled around right after 
college and then decided to apply 
to the Augustinian Volunteers. He  
was selected to join a group of four 
individuals to work and teach in 
Durban, South Africa. Tyler’s blog 
provides a small glimpse of his life 
in Durban helping the under-served 
Zulu kids and some very sick people 
at a local medical clinic. His first post 
regarding his work in Africa starts on 
March 3, 2011:  http://tylercraven.
tumblr.com/.

Class Notes
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performance and gala event honoring 
songwriter Charles Strause (Annie, 
Bye Bye Birdie). Marianna also leads 
“soulful retro pop” band, “Marianna 
and the Baby Vamps,” and will 
be recording the band’s first full-
length album since the release of its 
2009 EP. They are about to launch a 
campaign on kickstarter.com to raise 
the additional funds needed for the 
album.

2001
Colin Keys got engaged to Esther 

Klecka on April 16, 2011. The couple 
met in April 2010. Colin resides in 
Denver, Colorado, with Esther and 
her daughter, Alex (3). Colin is a 
Commercial Account Manager for 
FoodServiceWarehouse.com after 
previously heading the parts, sales,  
and service department.  Esther is 
working toward her nursing degree.  
The wedding is planned for Summer 
2013 in Colorado.

Elizabeth (Irwin) Johnson 
married Eric Johnson on October 23, 
2010, at St. Thomas More Catholic 
Church. The couple lives in SW 
Portland with their dog, Chester.
Liz is an Occupational Therapist at 
the Children’s Hospital at Legacy 
Emanuel.

2002

Stacey (Hill) Beckman married 
Andrew Beckman from St. Helens in 
September 2010. After honeymooning 
in Cancun, they came home and 
started house-hunting immediately. 
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to connect with any Crusaders in the 
Bay Area!

2007
Katherine Bakke graduated 

magna cum laude from Bryn Mawr 
College and received high honors in 
Religion, her major, on May 14, 2011.  
Bakke’s senior thesis, which explored 
the ways in which Catholic Worker 
co-founder Dorothy Day combined 
Catholic theology with social activism 
in order to alter negative perceptions 
of poverty within the United States, 
was named best thesis in Religion by 

the department.
Julianne Brands was awarded the 

Leon Panetta scholarship from Santa 
Clara University for the fall of 2011. 
Only one SCU student is selected per 
year and is sent to Washington, D.C. 
to work for a member of Congress. For 
details, contact Julianne at julianne.
brands@gmail.com.

Kathryn Rafter has been interning 
with Portland dance presenters White 
Bird since November. She presented 
new work at the Dance Coalition of 
Oregon’s Northwest Choreographers’ 
Concert at Blue Sky in April.

Sarah Meyer will be participating 
in Beaverton’s International 
Sustainability Leadership program 
July 18 through August 5. The 
program is for young representatives 
ages 18 to 25 from Beaverton and its 
six sister cities in Russia, Korea, France, 
Japan, Taiwan, and Germany. The 
program’s goal is to for participants 
to gain leadership skills in sustainable 
development. They will learn current 
ideas on how to relate sustainable 
ideals with real-world governance and 
economic issues, and invent some 
new sustainable ideas of their own. At 
the end of the three weeks, each small 
group will present their projects to 
the community of Beaverton and the 
diplomats from each sister city. For 
more information on this program, 
visit: http://www.beavertonoregon.
gov/index.aspx?NID=478.

Anarghya Vardhana works at 
Google in Mountain View, California. 
She is thoroughly enjoying her 
experience there, and has been 
a Googler for almost a year. She 
graduated from Stanford in June 2010 
and has slowly, but surely, adjusted to 
her “big girl” lifestyle. She would love 

Michael Weinhouse ’00 started Logical Position (LP), 
a Beaverton-based digital marketing agency, in 2009. After 
only 10 months in business, the company was recognized 
as a Google AdWords Partner and Microsoft AdExcellence 
company. Today, Logical Position has 31 employees and 
over 500 clients worldwide.

Tony Palazzo ‘99 joined the Logical Position team 
in 2010 as the Director of Business Development. His 
experience in high-level medical sales enabled Tony to 
become an integral component of this growing enterprise.  
After a 3-year career at Yahoo, Matt Neely ’00 joined LP as 
an Account Executive and has brought with him extensive 
digital marketing expertise. The company also supports 
sales manager Eric Scriven’s efforts as the assistant coach of 
Jesuit’s baseball team by sponsoring the team.

“Jesuit created an environment of academic excellence 
that allowed me to achieve my potential,” says Tony. “We 
had values instilled upon us that I still employ to this day.  
I can say without reservation that Jesuit produced the 
foundation that I have been able to build my career upon 
—something that will support everything I do for the rest 
of my life.”

“Logical Position’s many successes can be attributed to 
the value we place on hiring well-educated, hard-working 
people of high moral character—often found among Jesuit 
grads,” says Michael.

Michael Weinhouse ‘00 Knows the Secret to a Thriving Business

michael Weinhouse ‘00 
and tony Palazzo ‘99 of 
Beaverton’s logical Position 
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Jesuit High School is committed to teach students to care for all of our 
world’s resources—human, environmental and economic—for a future 
that is equitable and sustainable. To further this goal, the Age Quod Agis 
magazine is printed on 10% post-consumer waste paper that is FSC 
certified. The cost averages less than $2.00 per magazine. We are being 
mindful of our environment, saving costs, and utilizing electronic 
forms of communication more than ever before at Jesuit High School. 
We hope you enjoy the printed editions of Age Quod Agis. 

If you would like to be removed from our mailing list for this magazine, please call (503) 291-5476 or e-mail 
kcerri@jesuitportland.org. Parents of Alumni: If you are still receiving your son’s or daughter’s mail, please 
contact us with the new information by calling us at (503) 291-5476 or e-mailing kcerri@jesuitportland.org. 
Thank you!
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A Jubiliant Celebration: The Class of 2011 rejoices at the official announcement of its 
graduation on Sunday, June 5, 2011. it has become a “tradition” at the commencement 
ceremony for the just-graduated seniors to celebrate for a moment or two with various sizes 
of beach balls and other poolside inflatables. This class is known for its positive spirit and 
enthusiastic contributions to the Jesuit High School community.


